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1 YEAR AGO ...

"Due to the large number of arrests today, the
government has rented the Washington CollHum to use
as an enclosed detention faclllty. Prisoners wlll be
separated by sex and juveniles wlll be held In Hparate
quarters. Arrangements have been made to Insure that
all prisoners are adequately fed and housed • • .''
Documentary research Indicated that the estimated
7,ooo arrests of antiwar demonstrators and others was
the largest number on .any single day or In any slngle
event in American history."

ui

reprinted from Providence-Journal May 4, 1971
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A News Service for the Educational Community.
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Gauvey: Not Convinced

Secret Petition Given To President

Prov. Gov't. Seeks

Vietnam War Is Atrocious

·ouster of Goldheri! . ·
Addressing about 15'0 students,
faculty and administrators at · a
war protest rally heid recently on
the Bristol campus, President
Ralph E. Gauvey confessed his
own dismal ignorance on the
Vietnam War. The President said
"there are many other areas of
course, that I'm ignorant of but
this one in particular." He added,
"For the past ten days I have not
really done my homework in
current events. And I'm aware
there's a war of course and the
bombing has been stepped up and .
lhe people are opposed to it, some
are in favor of it and so on, but I
don't really go to indepth concern
that has generated this meeting."
The President said there are
otl1er people who have not had
cpportunities to make their own
indepth study to lead to their own
intelligent conclusions about their
position.

Dr. Gauvey indicated he would
like to have a series of one or two
forums to which people could be
invoked from other colleges and
discu:;s this in terms of getting
some indepth background about
the causes for the escalation of the
bombing.
T he President added, " Once I'm
convinced that this is really an
atrocious thing in my own mind,
I'll be glad to sign the petition as
Ralph Gauvey citizen of Bristol,
R.I. and ht add~, " I think that the
rest of the college community will
have to make up its mind along the
same lines. "
The President then suggested
that an ad be taken out in the local
paper.
He said his wife keeps him up to
date on what's going 011 in the
world.

by Peter Greenberg
Providence Senate President,
Mr . .Steven Salvatore, handed
President Ralph E. Gauvey a
petition. asking th~ administration
to consider Providence Dean of
Stu~e!lts , Robert McKenna, for the
position of Bristo.I Dean of
Students.
This occurred at the conclusion
of a Providence aovernmen.t-

Prov.

~n.

.

Pres. Steven Salvatore

meeting on Thursday, April 20 in
which President Gauvey addressed the governance body.
According to Mr. Salvatore over
500 signatures were obtained from
Providence students.

However on Tuesday, April 25
Mr. Salvatore continued "But
during a joint government meeting after talking to the dean ' (Goldbetween
the
Bristol
and berg) that day I was more or less
Providence governments Mr . afraid tosay it then because I didn't
Salvatore o~ly then acknowledged want these things to cease hapto the Bnstol government the pening. So if you're really mad at
events that occurred that past me, we'll go outside on the porch" .
week.
He then laughed.
Mr .
Salvatore
said,
Mr. Curtis Ponder Prov. Senate
"Academically Goldberg is more Vice President said " it wasn't
. aualified . for the iob. lCJlically intentional to puJ.l a ~ch. He said

Prov. Sen. ·v.P:·

Curtis Ponder

The Black Cultural Weekend
sponsored by the Afro-American
Society of RWC begins Friday May
12 with " The Voices of East
Harlem" at the Bristol Motor
Lodge.
On Saturday afternoon a series
of cultural workshops is slated to
take place in the Common Lounge
and Unit 6. Music will be furnished
by the Ebo-Glows.
In the evening a Dawn Dance·
will be presented in the cafeteria
featuring the "We Three", Kenny
Hamber and the Hitchhikers, a
singing group called The Black
Outlook will also be featured.

Assoc. Dean
Position Phased
Out

Quill Requests

Potter's

Government

Audit of

Festival

Elections

Government Books
The Quill is requesting an
examination of both the Bristol and
Providence government expenditures. In a letter to both
government presidents, the Quill
said, "because of the privilege
granted to you by the students of
Roger Williams College for expenditures on behalf of the
students, it is the right of the
students to publicly audit your
expenditure accounts.
The Quill is asking for a meeting
with the Providence government
on May 4, and with the Bristol
government on May 9, for that
purpose.

Jim Plnkussohn

speaking he is in the position, but . he could see - how a wrong conagain, the events that took place, clusion by the Bristol gov't could
you people weren't notified. I have be taken, that it was done behind
to take that responsibility myself. their back.
If anyone should · have told you it
Continued on Page 6
should have been me".

Black Cultural
Weekend Slated

"Today the beaver Is stUI widespread In North America" - Charles Nolin RISD, one entry In the
Southeastern New England Potter's Festival.
Photo Mike Zacks

Prov.- Senator

The office of Associate Dean on
the Bristol campus currently held
by Miss Carol Rushton will be
phased out for the 1972-73
academic year.
Oral notice of this action was
given by the Academic Dean, Dr.
Barbara Uehling to Miss Rushton
on April 12. Budgetary reasons
have been cited as cause for the
phase out.

Dorm Pair
Plead Guilty
To Felony Charge
In a Thursday night meeting of
the Judicial Board of the Bristol
Dorm, Paul McCoy and Kevin
Nixon were found guilty of
breaking and entering into an
R.A. 's room and a storage closet.
The board felt that the offense
was serious enough that the pair
should be evicted from the dorm
wi(hin five days. However, the
offenders have the right according
to the dorm constitution to appeal
any verdict within five days. It is
not known at this time whether the
two will appeal the case or not.
According to reliable sources,
the pair allegedly broke into an
R.A. apartment searching for the
key to a locked storage closet in
order to obtain a dust pan and
brush to clean up a broken bottle.
After the two searched the R.A.'s
possessions unsuccessfully, they
then proceeded to allegedly break
the lock on the closet door.
The two pleaded guilty and
threw themselves to the mercy of
the board with the explanation that
they had been drinking. Due to the
seriousness of the case, the board
enforced its decision.

Held
MAY 2
Pick up of nomination papers for
candidates to next year's senate.

The Southeastern New England
Potters Festival occured last week
in the Bristol library. Student
projects from ~WC, Rhode Island MA y 3
School of Design, Rhode Island , Bristol referendum for approval of
C o~lege.' Southeast~rn . Mass. constitution.
Uruversity, Boston Uruvers1ty and
U. Mass at Amherst and the School
of the Museum of Fine Arts in
MAY 10,11
Boston were featured.
Campus wide elections combined
senate for 1!172-73.
Students involved from RWC
were Elsie Straight, Donald Annaldo, Ginny Ricciardi, Harvey
Miller, Steve Crosby, Robert Ohlin (These electio.ns involve both
Providence and Bristol _students.
and Steve Jordan.

Potter'• entries <1-r> Edward E. Petrllak SMU, Steven Croeby RWC
John Elias SMU, Steven Crosby RWC.
'
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EDITORIAL.

Dear Ralphy:

For or Against What?
Is there anything left to be said about tqe Vietnam
War? It seems as though the war has been a reality since
the turn of the century. Why do some people have the
feeling that the war is one without beginning and without
end? Why does the war and its far-reaching effects seem
so complicated? Why are people so tired of the war? Why
are there so many questions and so few answers? DO
people really want to end the war or are they just tired _of
hearing about it?
There has been more discussion at?out the war than
there has been fighting in the war itself. Eve~r lev~l of the
society has done more than its share of d1scussmg and
complaining; however, very few people have done
something constructive. The incalculable amount o_f talk
has clouded and -even twisted the facts and human issues
involved. The concern over the war has transcended the
important issues and has evolved. into a bitter arg~ment
that has divided a nation and contributed to death, misery,
suffering and much irrational behavior to all our lives.
Traditionally, war has been the prime justifica~ion ~or·
taking a human life. Why does mankind alw.ays rabonahze
its immoral behavior? -It would be better 1f we all could
face our inadequate nature and deal with our problems
honestly.
The war is not the real issue but only a by-product of
the destructive dark side of human nature. Mankind has
condemned itself to eternal chaos a.Rd we all shall serve
the sentence of our own denominator.

Dear Ralphy:
Called Dr. Engle the other day.
He's doin fine and gives his
regards. ·
He asked about his letter. I guess
he's wondering what happened to
it. I hear, according to informed
sources of course, that the Board
never saw it.
Well I didn't tell him that and it
will be our little secret O.K.
THE DUCK

by Ted Fuller

It seems this year when a budget is made up, the almost total
responsibility for the development of thi~ large round figure ":ill lie in the
hands of two people . . . Vice President Zannini and Dean Uehling.
The ability of these people should not be doubted, but rather the
procedure used to evaluate the needs of the college. A~ it now _stands, only
three people view the budget plans at once and at this meeting only one
divisionary budget is handled at a time.
Is this the best procedure?
Would it perhaps be more practical to have an either standing or
floating finance committee made up of each division_ head P!Us Mr.
Zannini and Dr. Uehling that would attend regular meetings to view and
share advice on the needs of each division.
If enacted, this committee would be able to explore more clearly the
assets and weaknesses of certain divisions and give and take funds on a
more adequate and precise level
.
.
This committee would be a temporary one and only be active during
the time if would take to draw up and ratify a school budget.·

Anti-Trust Suits Against
Three Networks
<CPS) - The Department of
Justice filed civil 'lP.ltitrust suits on
April 14 charging that the ~
national television networks have
used their control of acce8a. to air
time to monopolize prime"· time
television
entertainme.{lt
programming and to obtain
valuable interests in such
programming.
As a result, the suits allege, the
vlewing public, independent
program suppliers, and advertisers have been deprived of the

benefits of free competition in
television programming.
The complaints, charging
Columbia Broadcasting System,
Inc. <CBS), National Broadcasting Company <NBC), and
American Broadcasting Companies <ABC) with violation of
Sections 1 and 2 of the Sherman
Act, were filed in federal district
court in Los Angeles. Also named
as a defendant is Viacom International, Inc., a former subsidiary of CBS which now owns
CBS program syndication and
distribution rights.

-------~19'!"!"--. Board of Regents

Discussion

Pub'iiehed .,-e.;kty hi Prov • .t Brillitol
f,y Student P~bllc~tlon1; Inc.

Dr. Zaki's Sociology of
Education class would like to invite
all interested students to attend a
discussion with Mr. Joseph Byron,
a member of the Rhode Island
State · Board of Regents. This
meeting is scheduled for the near
future.

f ;r,;:~;Ftttf1.r
~inrt ~ ..:11111,,-

Jtt'\ il·~· V.1h t11" ·
f\u~\lan•tt""

Sorne areas to be discussed are:
1. Problems facing the Board of
Regents in Rhode Island
2. The effectiveness of Rhode
Island's "Plan for the Future"
3. Relationships between various
levels of education and the Board
of Regents

l . 11A1 hln( " tlf'"'"''JOl'I"'""~

L..---------'"'"""'

The exact time and location of

tbia meeting will be announced in a
fCll'tbcoming i88ue of tbia paper.

-.

VIEWPOINT : ... "In lieu of bombing and killing people m
Vietnam we should use the equipment in Indochina to save lives in the
starving nation of Bangladesh," stated the presidents of four U.S. student
organizations.
"The urgency of the situation in Bangladesh and the immediate
necessity to halt the massive killings in Vietnam dictate that the people of
the United States stand-up and be heard.
"Between two and three million people have died in nine months of
war, disease and starvation in what was once East Pakistan - now
Bangladesh. The death tolls are mounting fast while the U.S. insists- on
killing thousands of people in Vietnam.
"The cost for one bombing run by one B52 is over $41,000. The cost of
delivering 44,000 pounds of food in Bangladesh is only $1,000. The ends of
justice would be better served by saving lives than taking them."
Represented were the Presidents of the U.S. National Student
Association National Student Lobby, Student World Concern, and the
Student National Education Association <Tabankin, Coye, Hamilton,
Buress, respectively) .
The situation is so sick, that words cannot express concern. Sympathy is not needed; it just won't do. The alleviation of the problems in
Bangladesh is going to take cash, plain cash,'' Hamilton added.
1 Run of 1 B52 cost $41,000.
1 Run to Bangladesh with 44,000 pounds of food costs $1,000.
The cost of 1 B52 run can support food flights to Bangladesh to the
amount of l ,8o4,ooo,ooo pounds of food. That is 902,000 tons of food!!!

Library Security is a Complex Problem

WANTED
Intellectual college leaders
to convince Dr. Ralph E.
Gauvey that the · Vietnam
War is an atrocious thing.

VIEWPOINT!
A Finance Committee, Not Just
Another "Rip-Off"

VIEWPOINT

WED. NIGHT AT
THE MOVIES

JOE
With Peter Boyle< R>
Theatre I 50f

NOTICE
R. I. Civic Chorale · & Orchestra, Louis, Pichierri,
Mu~ic Director, presents

Bach FestiYal I
MAY9,11,13
ALUMNAE HALL
172 Meeting St.
Brown Univ., Providence
Admission charged

To the editor:
I was pleased to read the letter of
John DeGrace, Len Romano, and
Michael Katz in the April 24 Quill
concerning the library and I felt a
reply was in order.
The question. qf libra'!' sec~ity
has been a vexmg one smce I first
arrived here at RWC in March,
l!J70 and I thought .a capsule
"history" would enlighten the
situation. Many library buildings
have just one exit, however, the
spirit in which our building was
designed made it a multiple access
structure (for a~l conce~ned,
patrons and thieves ahke) ·
Therefore, our problem is a bit
more complex than usual. Over the
past two years we have tried:
locking the lower doors, chaining
the stairs off, posting a work-study
student, and leaving the door wideopen. Each of these "solutions"
has its loop-holes (as we all know) .
In January, we had a key operated
system installed in the elevator
which closed one avenue of escape.
During the. earlier part of this
semester Mr. Zannini took the
matter of library security under
advisement and he is presently
studying long-range solutions.
Several weeks ago I suggested an
interim solution of postin.g a
student at the lower door (which I
consider the major "escape route."
at the moment). I forwarded this
idea to Mr. Zannini who turned .i t
over to Don DesRochers. Don is
attempting to find us additional
student help to keep that door
covered. Work-study students are
at a premium and seem to
evaporate (we have 50 percent less
then during the fall) . If we can find
some additional people we will try
to keep the lower exits as well as
the main door covered. We attempt
to keep ~he ~ai~ door covered each
day (with hm1ted success, I admiO.
That photo of the empty book
shelf seems to have become a

library symbol. A few statistics
and a little information might
make you all feel a little more
secure (?) . We now have total
holdings of 33,000 books (including
Providence) . This is a gain of
25,000 titles in approximately three
years. During the current fiscal
year (July 1 to March 30) we have
added over three thousand books,
three hundred reels of microfilm
and approximately three thousand
magazines to our collection.
Currently, our outstanding order
and in-process files hold approximately four thousand more
orders. Most of these are new titles
as we replace only those missing
books for which there is a continued demand. Annually, we inventory the collection to ascertain
its status and our reorder decisions
are made after this operation is
complete.
As an aside, the few empty
shelves have been left for the
purpose of expansion. When the
Providence books designated to be
moved arrive we will not have
room for them. That stack would
be full now except that we decided
to hold down our shifting until the
move is inade. We are expecting to
purchase additional shelving
during the summer.
In closing, I wish to touch on
another point mentioned in the
letter. This is the "Reserve book
rip-off" . This is a phenomena
which has escalated this year. To
me it is one of the sickest and most
short sighted acts which can take
place here on campus. It is with a
heavy feeling of embarrassment
and disappointment that we have
to tell students that a reserve book
has been "ripped" . We try to keep
these books under close supervision and we feel we have the
system as carefully worked out as
possible given current staff etc.
However, we can only ask your cooperation in bringing this problem
under control.
The entire lit~rary staff was
pleased with the concern shown by
Messrs. DeGrace, Romano and
Katz.
Joan Bartram
Acting Head Librarian

The suits seek to restore a
competitive programming industry by prohibiting the networks
from carrying network-produced
entertainment programs, including feature fllms, and from
obtaining financial interests in
independently produced entertainment programs. The networks would continue to exercise
responsibility for programs they
accept for broadcast.
The news,· public affairs,
documentary,
and
sports
programs of the networks are not
affected by the suits, nor do the
complaints
challenge the affiliation agreements between the Andy dislikes the catcher.
networks and their local stations.
Ed's sister is engaged to the second baseman.
According to the complaints, the The center fielder is taller than the right fielder.
three networks spent more than Harry and the third baseman live in the same building.
$840 million for television Paul and Allen each won $20 from the pitcher at pinochle.
programs in 1969 and received Ed and the outfielders play pokerduring their free time.
television broadcasting revenues The pitcher's wife is the third baseman's sister.
.
in excess of $1.5 billion. .
All the battery and infield, except Allen, Harry and Andy, are shorter
The suits are the result of an
than Sam.
antitrust investigation which Paul, Andy and the shortstop lost $50each at the race track.
originated in the 1950's and was Paul, Harry, Bill and the catcher took a trouncing from the second
held in abeyance during an FCC
baseman at pool.
hearing on network programming. Sam is involved in a divorce suit.
The FCC inquiry, which began in The catcher and the third baseman each have two children.
1959, resulted in an order in May Ed, Paul, Jerry, the right fielder and the center fielder are bachelors.
l!J70 aimed at making a limited The others are married. ,
amount of network time available The shortstop, the third baseman and Bill each cleaned up $100, betting
to independent (non-network)
on the fight.
program producers.
One of the outfielders is either Mike or Andy.
Acting Assistant Attorney Jerry is taller than Bill.
General Walker B. Comegys, in Mike is shorter than Bill.
charge of the ·Antitrust Division, Each of them is heavier than the third baseman.
said the suits allege that each
Using these facts, determine the names of the men playing the various
network has used its control over positions on the baseball team.
access to prime evening air time "Jap1au Jaiuaa aqi ma
·doisµoqs aqi P:il ·uewaseq lSJ!J aql ined
(1) to exclude from network ·Jap1au iqSµ <MU al(lw1 ·uewaseq p.qqi aqi .\puv
·.19qaiea aqi si uauv
broadcast those entertainment ·.1ap(a!J lJa{ al{l wegmuaseq puoaas aql A.J.Iaf" "Jaqand aql SJ WUH
programs in which the network
.8.JO}M suy • 'J\.• I
Con't. on page 10
U
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Bargaining

ASPORTS CAR
YOU CAN AFFORD WHILE YOU'RE STILL
YOUNG ENOUGH TO ENJOY 11
It's a cruel trick of Fate that most
sports cars are too expensive for many
of the people who get most out of them
- people under 25.
That's why we designed the 850
Spider. It's the lowest priced true
sports car you can buy in America. It
delivers for $2551.
And, for many people, it's the best
looking sports car on the market under
$10,000.
Fiat has more experience than
anyother car maker in the world when

Pa1e

Defined- Elections Scheduled
Tuesday, April 25, 1'12, \llder
National Lab()r Relatio111 Board
Auspices, The Roger Wllliaml ·
Faculty Association and the administration of Roger Williams
ColleJ.e reached agreemen~ on
defirution of the bargaining unit
and the date for elections to select
the bargaining agent at the college.
Bargaining Unit Tbe
bargaining unit, which delimits
those employees whoee conditions
of employment come under
collective bargaining, contains all
the major categorles orlginally
submitted by the faculty
association with the exception of
Audio-Visual.
Electfons - The elections •
scheduled and suoerviaed by the
NLRB WILL TAKE PLACE IN
BOTH Providence AND Bri&tol on Wednesday, rt September ( app~tely ten days
after the beginning of the Fall
term) . An election in May, prior to
the ·end of classes, was Vlrtually
ruled out by NLRB procedures
requiring a seventeen day period
between the official decisfon to
hold elections and the elections
themselves. The September date
will allow for a more orderly .and
thcrough campaign of education
and information prior to · the
electioni. Tbe Faculty Aalociation
is more concerned wltb providiq
the opportunity for individual
faculty to make an informed choice
than with "railroading" and
electoral victory.
Next Meetings General
meetings of the Association, for the
purpose of electing i;>ermanent
officers and completmg other
organizational details prior to the
end of the semester, are scheduled
for the following times:
Thu~Y.. :rJ. April: Providence,
11: 00, YMCA, room 22 Bristol,
11: 30, LH 117, Thursday, 4 May:
Joint meeting Bristol, 3: 4ii, LH
1112.

it comes to building small high performance engines. The red line on the
850 Spider's power unit is all the way
up at 6,500 rmp and 1t enjoys working
at those speeds.
It has disc brakes in front and
independent suspension all round.
It also has a folding top and you
can raise or lower with one hand.
It's one of the kinder tricks of Fate
that the best sports car under $3,000 is
the one that's furthest under $3,000.
The 850 Spider at $1.551 delivered.

Sam's
RESTAURANT
PIZZERIA
149 Bra~

St., Bridol

if you desire •
just a little better

The biggest selling car in Europe.

NEWPORT ·IMPORTS

10: 30 a.m. - 10: 30 p.m.

Mon. -S.t.
Closed Sundays

Across From Grants Plaza
Just 11 111ut•• From 0111111•
Tef...
L---------~-R_._1._L_a_r.!:g:..e_s_t_F_ia_t_D_e_a_l_e_r_F~o_r-::S~a-l_e~s~S,..e~rv_i"'.'.'·c""".e~P-a_r_ts_"""."":~-~~:--:"--:-~":-1: i' '~;;,;.a~~li""~J
• · l IOD
•
S19rin1 F11tltal On
Ad~tional music is ~ticipated \'
R eorgan1za
.
latermtheevening.Additionalinfo ' TERM~~PRlifsO~~.:.~~~D, INC.~
There will be a spring time coming in the next
.i]
festival on the Bristol campus
But rain or shine it will be held-Great savings
\1
0 f S• A •S•
month. It's scheduled for Thur· a tent has been rented.
.
PAPERS ON FILE AT ' \
$2.00 PAGE
·
l
l
and shall be accountable to both sday, May
beginning at
ton:
a
a serv ce
with music, followed by a cookout
43 Fumlngton Ave. Suite 25 =
organization ran by and for parties.
Conn. u6105
€
~ Hartford,
students.
Remaining
choices shall with beer and music.
If-·:'
cau 1203> 522-1185
~
~~9

l,;

Qulll.

·
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A• .....,
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B. R-ponslbllltl-:

,
""
""of the various
1. coordination
. social functions in the form of a
calendar of events, in conjunction
with the ~blic Relations office.
2. Maintaining an information
and referral desk in a place on
campus accessible to students.
3. Coordination and operation of
all on-campus publicity.
4. Maintaining an emergency
student locater and message
service.
5. Providing draft and legal aid
referral, and/or programs.
6. Representing individual
student problems, programs and
initiatives within the new student
government system.
7. Shall work closely with the
Dean of Students office in coordinating on-campus service
programs (abortion referral, legal
aid, draft counseling, student
handbook, etc.) .
C. Orgauizatlon:
1. Shall initially contain three
people working 15 hours a week.
2. These students may be paid
from the Student Activity Fee at no
more than $2.00 per hour.
3. Director shall be appointed by
the Dean of Students with the
advice and consent Student Senate,

11, ·

2:30 ·- - - - - - - - - - - - .

,,

10,000

"

t:.j

A

·

.L

4.

staff

be made by the Director with the
In the evening, at 7: 30 p.m. on
advice and consent of the Dean of the library steps a special event
Students.
will take place. A live presentation
5. No more than two students of the play "The Caucasian Chalk
may be paid from the Student Circle" will be presented.
Activity Fund in a given academic
year.
6. Remaining staff may be paid
for through the Work-Study
Program when possible.
D. Shall make a written report to
the Student Senate three times a
year: At the beginning of the Fall ·
Semester, at the beginning of the
Spring Semester and at the end of
the Spring semester.
E. The above program will
commence on the first day of
Summer Session, um and continue
on a year-round basis subject to the
review and approval of the Student
Senate.

New Quill
Officers Elected
The annual meeting of the Quill
held last Tuesday resulted in the
following new officers elected:
Editor-in-chief, Ted Fuller
Managing Editor, J ames M.
Williams
News Editor, Pete Greenburg
Sports editor, Pete Bouffials

IJ
1

1" .1 Mon. - Fri. 9:30 a.m. - 5:3o p.m. '@

Saturday ~0,30 . 4:3o
"WE GIVE REsuL TS"
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ROBERT CROTTY
MAY 2 AND 3
A native New Englander, Robert Crotty received his M.F .A.
degree in English and Creative
Writing_ from the University of
Iowa, where he studied in the
Writers' Workshop under Vance
Bourjaily, Nelson Algren, R.V.
Cassill and others.
Mr. Crotty has been assistant
professor of English at Wisconsin State Uriiverstity, and has
ta~ht modem
contemporary fiction and creative writing
at Roger Williams College. He
began his first novel, The
Teacher, while living in Ireland. Mr. Crotty presently lives and
writes in Kennebtmkport, Mala
The reading will be held on T. .
day, May 2 at 8 p.m. in LH #12.

and

_:

i

/

--Karen Fennessey To Appear In Concert
Karen Fennessey, a professional
folk and pop singer majoring in
music a t the University Without
Walls here at R.W.C., will give a
concert Thursday, May 4, at 8 p. m.
in Theatre I on the Bristol Campus.
Miss Fennessey is a relative
newcomer to the professional
mµsic scene but has in her young
career had a very active schedule.
In the two years that she has been
singing professionally, she . has
toured the eastern states from
Buffalo to Philadelphia for 23
Treadway Inns, sang at the "Top
of the Hub" in Boston and has
written campaign slogans for
Boston Mayor Kevin White and
Massachusetts Attorney General
Robert cQuinn.

The cdncert Thursday night will
be performed in two parts. The
first half will feature Miss Fennessey as a solo folk singer. During
the second half of the program,
Ka ren will team up with Doug
Getschel ( who is responsible for
arrangement of the songs) on the
guitar, Jerry Carosa on piano,
Stev.e Cavanaugh on drums and
Dominic Dibalsi on bass ; four
students from the Berklee School
of Music who are half of a group
known as "Environment."
Miss Fennessey's concert is open
to the public. Tickets may be
obtained at the door or by contacting Mrs. Carr in CL-55. All
tickets are $1.00.

Tl1eatrc

THE

CAUCASIAN
CHALK
CffiCLE
BY

COLLEGE QUADRANGLE
s: 30 p.m.
ADMISSION $ 2.00
for reservations call 255·2343
MAY 12, 13.14. 1972
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Awards Banquet
Held
The annual prestigious RWC
a wards banquet was held last week
at the Yankee Motor Inn in Warwick.
This glamorous event, sponsored
by Providence Student activities
fees , included an array of awards
and placques symbolic of
achievement for participation in
events and service at RWC for the
past academic year.
The four and one half hour occasion climaxed with the awarding
of the infamous " donkey's ass" to
Quill editor Howie Ginsberg.
At 6: 30 p.m. the fete began with
a cocktail hour followed by a prime
rib dinner.
Awards included the Dr. Way
Scholarship award, Who's Who,
Service recognition and .many,
many, many, many ~ore.

Ninth Season
Subscription Drive
Jt.aunched

Roger
Williams
college

BERTO LT
UR E CHT

Mls1 Karen Fenneuey

With its production of Arthur
Miller's The Price now opened to
rave reviews, Trinity Square
Repertory Company has launched
its Ninth Season Subscription
Campaign for llm-73. This year's
special offer for those who purchase series tickets before June 30
is five plays for the price of four on
any weeknight during the coming
season. ( Friday and Saturday
nights, subscribers get first-choice
seats but no discount) .
"Subscribers are our audience
core, the ones who really care,"
said Marion Simon, assistant to
TSRC director Adrian Hall. "They
never miss a play . . . because if
they.can't make it on their regular
night, we'll exchange their seats
for another. They're the people
who love the theatre and love
Trinity. We need and depend on
them and we want to give them
something extra - like a free play
- and, of course, the best seats in
the house."
Mrs. Simon stressed that
overwhelming attendapce records

'

Now at Your College Bookstore

OCT lotes le1ed To You1 Textbook:
Palm~r.

World lllswry
('an tor. World History
E»ston . World lllswry
Lindgren. Psychology
Sanford. Psycholou·
Husk Irk . Marketing
II or ton. Sodology

l'opon<M'. Soc101ogy
Url'ssler . Sociology
lh·ilbroner, Economics
Hurns & Peltason . .Government
Williams. American History
Frry , ( ' hemlstr~·
Watt , ( 'hl'mlstry '
RAISE YOl!R GRADES 15 POINTS

These remarkable review books were ·created by Melvin Baker, the publisher of
UCT . They can aclually help raise your grades 15 points or more . Examine these
exlraordinary review bod<.s at your bookstore and you will see that this unbelievable claim is absolutely true.
UCT Notes explain your textbook material so clearly and simply that many schools adopt
these review books for hiah school level sludents (Smithtown H.S .. Brother Martin H.S .•
Teaneck H.S.. R.I. Jr. College Head StartPrOllfam. etc. ) .
UCT Notes are so detailed and comprehensive that colle11es adopt them as texts ( CCNY
Kinaaborouah Community College , Rutaers. Camden College. Newark State, u.
Northern Colorado. etc. ).

oi

set this season at the small Trinity
Square Playhouse prove that
securing good seats for llm-73
productions will be difficult. She
noted that this year the Company
extended runs of all their
productions (The opening piece,
Child's Play, was brought back for
three extra weeks.> in order to
accommodate ticket demands. An
already-set and rigid schedule
allows for no such extensions next
season, and productions will play
limited five-week runs at the Broad
and Bridgham Street the$tre.
The Trinity Sq~ schedule will

present the three "types" of
productions which director Hall
feels best constitute today's
theatrical
trends:
namely,
revivals of famous contemporary
plays, rarely. performed classics,
and world premieres of new
material.
Subscription information is
available at the Trinity Square
Box Office ( 401-351-4242) with the
first 600 new subscribers receiving
a free ticket lo The Price - which
has also been slated for an extended run.
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Tentative plans for ground
breaking have been scheduled for
either this week or next for Initial
construction of the new student
center for Roger Williams College.
The building committee meets
this Wednesday and Informed
sources say they wUI approve the
present design with some changes.
The committee may decide to
relocate the recreation area to the
first Door as opposed to the second
Door. Orlgtiial plans show the
recreation area adjacent to the
dining area. The plans show
modular blocks each forty feet long
and forty feet wide totaling 1800
,square feet. Included In the two
sto.ry union is an art studio,
bookstore, rathskellar, dining
area, theatre, student offices, a
private dining area and art faculty
offices.
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Secret Petition ••.• '<con't. from page u

Senate Pass· Constitution: Becomes
Student Referendum
<Ed. note: Tile ,....... la a
copy ol the revllel Pn~
S&adent Senate C..alladaD. Tbla
censtltutloa lau ..._ approved by
Providence ucl BrlatGl S&adent
Government jointly. On Wednesday and Thunday ol this week,
this document wllI ge before the
students of Bristol to be ratlfted In
the form of a referenda.
Nomination papers for election
of next year's senate will be made
available Tuesday on the
assumption that the referendum
will be ratified by the Bristol
student body.
CONSTITUTION
We, the undergraduate students
of Roger WillialllB" College, in
order to create a representative
form of student government; to
provide means for responsible and
effective student participation in
the organization and control of
student affairs to serve as the
official voice of student opinion on
affecting students in their role as
students: to provide for mutual
and beneficial understanding with
faculty and administration: to
further student welfare and interests : to maintain academic
freedom: academic responsibility
and student rights: and to enhance
educational, social and cultural
opportunities, establish the constitution of the student government
of Roger WilUams College.
Article I - Name
The name of the Student Government of Roger William College
shall be the Roger Williams
College Student Senate, hereafter
referred to as the Student Senate.
:\rticle II - Functions and Powers
Section A: Under the authority
granted it by Roger Williams
College, Student Senate legislation
shall take procedence over that
passed by any other student
organization. All decisions of the
Student Senate shall be binding

upon ·

all

other

student

organizations.

Section B : The Student Senate
shall give the legislative and
executive power to regulate and
promote all student activities
which involve the undergraduate
student body. Such legislation shall
be binding on all student
organizations and shall be administered by the Executive
Committee in conjunction with the
College Administration.
Section C :
( 1) The Student Senate · must
approve or reject the constitution
of every undergraduate student
organization at least once every
two years. Any organization which
does not receive approval shall
cease to receive funds and/or shall
cease to have legislative or
executive power as a student
governing body. -Constitutions
shall be approved or rejected by a
constitution committee solely on
the grounds of compatibility with
the principles of this Constitution.
<2) Any organization amending its
constitution shall submit amendments to the Senate within one
month after ratification.
Section""b : 'The Student Senate
shall approve or reject the annual
budgets and any special request
allocations
of
student
organizations as submitted by the
Budgets Committee with an item
veto. Funds shall not be allocated
without such approval.
Section E : The Student Senate
shall legislate in any of the areas
elaborat~ in the Preamble and in
any other area inherent in the
concept
of
student
selfgovernment.
Art(cle Ill - Membership
Section A - Membership determination :
A. Each of the following groups
shall elect representatives from
each of the followimz divisions ( 12 )

Liberal Arts, ( 8) BU.ine81 and ( 4)
Engineering. This grouping shall
be subdivided so there is an equal
number from each cla•. Also
there will be one seat open for
Black representation voted on
solely by Black students.
<B> The determination of membership in a class at a given time
shall be determined by the Dean of
Students.
<C ) If a Senator changes his class
at mid-year he shall retain his seat
or office.
<D> No senior who shall be leaving
the college at mid-year shall be
permitted to run for office.
( E ) The total number of elected
representatives shall be as
follows : Senate ( 25 ) , Student
Class ( 4) .
< F > A total of two unexcused
absences from posted and/or
regularly scheduled meetings may
be cause for bringing the officer's
name to the Senate floor for
p o s s i b 1e I m p e a c h m e n t
Proceedings.
( G) An unexcused absence shall
be an absence from a meeting in
which a · member of the Executive
Committee has not been informed
of the whereabouts or reason from
the absent officer.
<H) No Senate Officer shall serve
on the Executive Committee of any
Student Organization.
(I) In case of resignations or
disqualification of duly elected
officers, the individuals who
placed next in order of votes
received shall be considered an
automatic replacement for such
Officers , provided that such
candidate shall meet the
qualifications previously set for
such office. The appointment of
this individual shall be made
within two weeks of the time that
the Senate or class has received
the resignation of the former Officer . In case the followinl{ can-

Mr. Salvatore then said, " the ·
whole thing was carried very badly
and it's my fault and I apologi7.e for
it." Mike Simeoni a Bristol Senator
thinks the Prov. Senate has a bad
view towards Dean Goldberg and
he said, " I really wish people will
get to know him before they actually talk about him".
Mr . Salvatore added, " Well
maybe next year they will ( they've
got to be here next year with him)
so I'm sure they will".
Gary Beer, a member of the
student Assistance Service added
to the discussion. He said, " I can
understand why the petition is
there, I can understand that. I just
didn't understand and didn't like
the manner in which it was done,
but I certainly think everybody
here can understand how it happens and why it's done".
Mr .
Pinkussohn
from
Providence then shared his views.
He said, " well in the same case
with the spring weekend thing. We
both pull punches on each other" .
It's a different kind of punch, said
Mr. Beer.
" It was an issue that was
·discussed. Everybody knew either
side of it. This petition issue was
never discussed".
It was apparent from previous
joint meetings that the Providence
government wanted a Spring event
to occur on a weekend. Bristol has
made plans for a Spring Festival to
occur on a Thursday.
One person then asked how to
amend the situation. One
suggested a public disclosure .so
that when the people find out about
it they won't be distressed.

Mr: Stan Shatz, last year's
Bristol government Chairman who
attended the meeting said, " I think
you are dealing with a strong
·touchy situation. Aside from the
feelings of two student bodies,
aside from those kinds of feelings
you're dealing with the situation
that exists in the college. There are
"X" number of jobs and there are
" 2X" number of people" .
One Prov . Senator said, " T his is
how we feel , we wanted to do this
because we like Dean McKenna, .
he's done a good job, he's helped
us" .
" This is basically a P r ov .
problem", added another Senator.
Mr. Ponder then said, "It was a
Prov. problem and whether you
move together or not you're still
going to have a Prov. campus even
though everything is going to be
run here. Engineering is still going
to be in Providence so if an
engineering problem comes up and
it's taken care of on the Providence
campus, it ' s not pulling any
punches".
Mr. Shatz then suggested to the
Prov. Senate that they find out
what a petition is because ap- ·
parently said Shatz. " You don't
know what a petition is" .

didates do not qualify, a new officer shall be elected at a special
class meeting by a majority of
those present and voting. The
Senate President shall instruct the
senators of that class to hold this
meeting.
<J ) The Facultv Senate shall hP

entitled to three non-voting seats,
to be elected from within the
Faculty Senate.
( K) The Dean of Students is encouraged to attend all open Student
Senate meetings.
Section B - Elections:
( Con't. on page 7 )

One Prov. Senator then asked
Mr. Shatz for a definition of a
petition.
He said, "A petition is a public
disclosure of an issue and that you
did not do". Mr. Ponder then sald
" We asked for a puouc uu;c,"" ... ~
of the Prov. students that they
were supporting Dean McKenna
that's what we asked for"

will you give 33t
a day for
6 months to save
a life?

:c

en
Ill

" Most probably not twice- in one age.
has a disaster of such magnitude
fallen upon a nation. On the positive
side is the resilience of the people,
indeed much higher than people of
industrialized countries could ever
imagine. However, even the most
inventive and most resilient destitute
people have no chance to survive, if
they are not given a minimum standby
to start with. "
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DR. TONI HAGEN
Director

United Nations Rel ief

For more information, please contact:
Student World Concern

r--------------------------------------------------·

1012 14th St. NW, Washington , D.C. 20005
(202) 638-6304

EMERGENCY RELIEF FUND INC. BOX 1776 WASHINGTON D.C. 20013

U.S. National Student Association

D YES, I will join the people-to-people campaign for
Bangladesh. I will give 33¢ a day for 6 months
($10/mo.) to save one life.

211-5 S St. NW, Washington, D.C. 20008
(202) 387-5100

Student National Edudltion Association
1201 16th St. NW, Washi ngton, D.C. 20036
(202) 833-5526

Natieaal Student Lobby
·1835 ts; $t. NW, Washington, D.C. 20006
(202) 293-2710 I
J
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D Enclosed Is a total of $60 In full to save t ime.
D I prefer to g ive monthly
D $10

D $15 D $20

D $25

D I prefer to make one contribution of $..................

'

'

Name ............................................................................................................ .

St reet .............................................................................................................

City ................................................ State ................................ Zip ...........

All contributions are tax-deductible .
Your check is your receipt.

L--------------------------------------------------'
''

Constitution con·t.
<1) The elections for Senate
representatives of the Senior,
Junior and Sophomore Class,
Senior Class Officers and the All
College Council representatives
shall be in May of every year at a
date set by the Student Senate
Executive Committee. The
election of Freshman Senate Officers shall be early in October of
the following semester. All terms
shall be for one year.
( 2) Notice of elections shall be
given by the Executive Committee
at least one week in advance to
allow any prospective candidates
to announce their candidacy, file
nomination papers, and campaign.
( 3) Nomination papers must
contain twenty five (25) names of
class members of the class from
which he seeks election. Determination of eligibility shall rest
solely with . the Election Committee.
( 4) A person may sign any
nomination papers of those candidates who wish to represent his
class only.
( 5) Ballots shall be taken by
people not affiliated with the
College.
(6) The candidates who receive
the greatest number of votes in the
general election shall be declared
elected upon certification of the
legality of the election by the
Elections Committee. In the event
of a tie a special runoff election
shall be held.
(7) A candidate may run for either
Senior Class office or the Senate
but not both.
(8) The elections shall be managed by the Student Assistant
Services.
Section C - Eligibility and
Removal:
( 1) Any undergraduate student is
eligible for elections or re-election
for or from his class provided he is
not leaving school at mid-year for
reason of Graduation. This shall
not apply to students ·of the Cooperative program . A Cooperative student shall represent
his class as long as he attends
Senate and/or class meetings.
( 2) Any Senate Member may be
removed for grave reasons of
misbehavior by a three-fourths
< 3/ 4) vote of those present and
voting of the Senate. Proper notice must be given to the officer
concerned and an opportunity for
a fair hearing be allowed. Impeachment proceedings may be initiated
by: a ) thirteen 03) members of
the Senate, b) by Petition of the
Tolerence Officer, c) by a petition
of 25% of the class from which the
officer was elected.
<3 ) Any Class Officer may be recalled for grave reasons by the
class he represents. Recall shall be
initiated by a petition containing
the names of twenty-five (25)
percent of all members of the class
concerned. After a fair hearing
with the Senate and the class
concerned a vote on impeachment
~ay be taken by the class and
Senate. It shall require a ( 2/3)
vote of those present and voting for
impeachment.
( 4) Any All College Council
member may be recalled for grave
reasons by the student body.
Recall shall be initiated by a
petition containing the names of
twenty-five ( 25) percent of the
student body. After a fair hearing
with the Senate and student body a
vote on impeachment may be
taken by the students and Senate.
It .shall require a (2/3) vote of
thoee present and voting for impeachmenl
ArUele IV: Senate Officers
SectiClll A:
( 1) The President, Vice-President,
Secretary, . Treasurer
and
T~ Officer~ the Student
Senate lhall be cboeen by election
at the flnt meeting ~ the newly
elected Senate in May. Every
Senator but the incoming
President may cut one ballot for
each polition.
(2) The Senate shall nominate
candidates f0r each poaition individually. There can be an
unlimited number ~ nominations
made and seconded. The
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procedure shall be as follows. The
interim President shall accept
nominations for President to be
seconded. When the nominations
have been completed a secret
ballot shall be cast: the nominee
receiving the greatest number of
ballots shall be the new President.
In case of a tie in the second ballot
the outgoing President shall cast
the tie-breaker.
( 3) Arter the new President has
taken the chair the procedure shall
be similar for Vice-President, Secretary, Treasurer and Tolerance
Officer. A tie shall force a second
tie, the- President shall cast the
tie-breaker.
<4) There shall be no limit on the
number of consecutive terms
served.
Section B - The President
( 1) When the need arises, the
President shall act as the official
representative of the stu~ent body.
( 2) The President, together with
the Executive Committee, shall be
responsible for the execution of all
legislation enacted by the Senate.
C3) The President
shall appoint
student representatives, subject to
the advice and consent of the
Senate, to all Senate committees
and to any all-college committees
_to which the Senate has been
granted representation.
<4) The ·President of the Senate
shall be chairman of the Executive
Committee.
Section C - The Vice President:
( 1) In the case of death, withdrawal, or removal of the
President, the Vice President shall
succeed to that office. In the absence of the President he shall
assume the obligations and duties
of the President.
<2) The Vice President shall assist
the President in the administration
of the Student Senate.
( 3) In case of death, withdrawal,
or removal of the Vice President,
the Executive Committee- shall
nominate two candidates for the
position. There can be an
unlimited number of nominations
made and seconded from the floor.
The Senate shall then cast a secret
ballot and the same procedure as
previously stated in Section A
paragraph ( 2) .
Section D - The Treasurer:
( 1) The Treasurer shall be
chairman of the Budgets Committee and shall take care of the
finances of the Student Senate; he
shall sign all vouchers, keep
adequate records, and report at all
meetings on the finances of the
Senate.
Section E - The Secretary:
(1) The Secretary shall take and
maintain adequate records of all
Senate and Executive Committee
meetings, duplicate and distribute
the minutes of all meetings and
manage the files; and shall take
charge of all correspondence of the
Student Senate, the Executive
Committee and shall send notices
to all meetings. The Secretary
shall follow up all legislation
passed by the Senate and maintain
a uniform system. The Secretary
will also post the minutes of all
meetings in the Student Senate
Bulletin Board and submit a copy
of the minutes to the Student
Newspaper for publication.
Section F - The Tolerance Officer
and Parliamentarian
<1) The prime responsibility of the
Tolerance Officer will be to insure
good representation of the
members of each class on the
Student Senate.
<2) The Tolerance Officer shall
have the power to investigate and
review impeachment oroceedino.
l3) The Tolerance Officer shall
keep order of all meetings, record
attendance, and rule on all points
of or.der.
( 4) He shall assist the President
and Vice President in the administration of the Student Senate.
<5) Tfie Tolerance Officer is also
the Chairman of the Constitution
Committee.
Article V - Committees
Section A - General:
<1) There shall be the following
standing committees; Constitutions Committees. Social

Committee, Budgets Committee,
Executive Committee and -such
other special committee as shall be
established and terminated by the
Student Senate.
( 2) The Student Senate shall have
representatives on all student
faculty
committees.
These
representatives shall report on the
progress of their committees
periodically at the Senate
meetings.
Section B - Chairman:
(1) The chairman of all committees except as otherwise
defined by this Constitution, shall
be appointed by the President
subject to the advise and consent of
the Senate. The chairman of
Student Senate Committees shall
submit written reports to the
Senate periodically.
( 2)
a.) A chairman may
be
removed, at the request of the
President by a three-fourths vote
of the entire Senate.
b.) A Chairman may be
removed for grave reasons by a
three-fourths vote of the entire
membership of the Senate. Sufficient notice must be given and a
fair hearing with due process
allowed. Impeachment
proceedings may be initiated by
the Tolerance Officer or by thirteen members of the Senate.
Section C - Committee Members:
( 1) All committee members shall
be appointed by the President with
the advise and consent of the
Executive Committee.
( 2) Any committee member may
be removed from his committee at
the request of the Chairman upon a
majority vote of the Executive
Committee.
Section D - Constitutions Committee:
( 1) 'rhe Constitutions Committee
shall receive the constitutions of all
new organizations which desire or
require
Student
Senate
recognition.
( 2) This committee shall review
all constitutions every two years.
( 3) Any organization amending its
constitution shall submit amendments to the committee within one
month after ratification.
<4) If this committee finds any
amendment it feels is in violation
of this constitution it shall submit a
written report to the full Senate
and to the organization of the
Constitution in question.
( 5) Constitution must be submitted within 6 weeks of the fall
semester.
Section E - Social Committee:
( 1) The Social Committee shall be
responsible for all phases of social
acitivities which they believe will
be for the benefit and enjoyment of
the greatest number of students.
( 2) In social function other than
those involving the student body
they shall act as a public relations
committee for the Senate.
(3) The Social Committee will
receive a minimum of 40% of the
total student activities fee at the
beginning of the academic year.
Section F - Budget Committee:
( 1) The Budget Committee will be
made up of six members including
a Chairman coming from within

within 6 weeks for student man reports directly to the Senate.
organizations to the Senate for 3. Vice Chairmans report directly
approval or rejection.
to Social Committee Chairman.
<4) This committee shall require 4. Vice Chairmans and Committee
semiannual reports from all Members may or may not be
organizations which receive funds, Student Senators.
auditing their expenditures.
Article VI - SENATE RULES,
C5) If the total amount of funds in
REGULATIONS
AND
approved budgets exceeds the PROCEDURES
amount of funds the senate has for (1 ) The Student Senate shall mee•
budget appropriation the budgets a minimum of once each wee~
committee will in committee,
proportionately decrease each
budget and at the next senate
meeting submit the revised figures
for final.approval .
Section G - Executive Cornmittee:
( 1) The Executive Committee
shall be composed of the President
Th~ American Society of Civil
the Vice President, the Treasurer, Engbleers ( ASCE) held its raffle
the Secretary, the Tolerance Of- last Thursday for a 10 speed
ficer.
bicycle. The winner of the bike was
( 2) This Committee shall exercise H. QUINLAN.
the specific function assigned to it
Also,
the
society
held
by this Constitution, and shall nominations of officers for next
assist the President in all matters year. The following is a result of
of administration.
the nominations :
thP ~Pn<>tA<3) The President of the Senate President
(2) The Budget Committee shall
shall be chairman of the Executive
Dionis DeFelice
be responsible for the investigation Committee . •
Leo St. Laurent
by COMMITTEE MEMBERS
of budgets submitted
Ted Lebida
organizations recognized by the 1. The duly elected Student Vice President
Student Senate.
Government Vice President is the
Leo St. Laurent
( 3) The committee shall submit Social Committee Chairman.
Bob D'Aiello
the annual proposed budgets 2. The Social Committee ChairStuart Tucker
Secretary
STUDENT
SOCIAL
Senate Vice Pres
Ted Lebida
Stuart Tucker
GOVERNMENT
Social Committee
COMMITTEE
Treasu.·er
Chairman
Ronald Anancaccio
Greg Colletti
Public Relations
Raymond Jasiensk-i
The ASCE club has civil
engineering literature available at
its library in room A-3.
Club meetings are held each
Vice
Vice
Vice
Thursday
at11 a.m. in room A-15.
Chairman
Chairman
Chairman
The meetings last for one hour and
Lecture
Concert
Film
anyone interested in civil
Committee
Committee
Series
engineering is invited to attend.
Club membership is open to
'
anyone in the architectural or
construction program.
The club sponsors varioua tr~~
tivities
such as field tripe, gu ;!·
Committee Members
speakers, and filrM.
<Continued on page 9>
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Montage and photographs
by Bill DuBois

Last week approximately 500 students participated h.
a march which began from Brown University. The march
was Rhode Island's part in a national protest against the
escalation of bombing in North Vietnam. As the protestors
proceeded from Brown the size of . marchers grew in
.number. The march lead from Brown University to the
state capital
. ,·.. building.
'"

At the state house non-denominational religious
sel'Vices were held. The march was a non-violent protest of
the increased aggressive activities on the part of the
American government. This aggressive reaction to the
North Vietnamese campaign was considered unjustifiable
and contradictory to the national policy of de-escalation of
American activity in Vietnam .

,.,..
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Constilution
during the school year, and as
frequently as the Senate shall
provide.
<2) All members of the Senate,
except the President who shall vote
only in case of a tie, shall have one
vote. There shall be no voting by
proxy.
<3> A quorum for all business shall
be a majority of the total membership.
<4) Student Senate legislation shall
be passed by a majority vote of
those present and voting. Any
question can be put to a referendum of the entire student body by a
three fourths majority of those
present and voting.
<5) Student Senate legislation shall
become effective at the meeting at
which it was passed unless it is
vetoed by the Administrq,tion.
<6) This constitution may be
amended by a tw~thirds vote of
the entire membership of the
Senate, providing notice of any
proposed amendment be given at
the previous meeting. As an
alternative, the Senate, by a
majority vote, can propose an all
campus referendum on any
proposed amendment; such an
amendment would require a threefifths majority of all those voting
for approval.
Student Assistance Service
A. Definition: Shall be a service
organization rue by and for
students.
B. Responsibilities:
1. Coordination of the various
social functions in the form of a
calendar of events, in conjunction
with the Public Relations office.
2. Maintaining an information
and referral desk in a place on
campus accesable to students.
3. Coordination and operation of
all on-campus publicity.

Student
Protests
Sweep
Nation
st!·de~:~:C~ :de~::=~
con·~.

service.
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id' draf
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referral, and/or programs.
6. Representing . individual
s~dent problems, programs, and
initi.atives within the new student
government system.
7. Shall work closely with the
Dean of Students office in coordinating on-campus service
programs (abortion referral, legal
aid, draft counseling, student
handbook

c. OrganiZ:~~~:

1. Shall initially contain three
hours a wee~.
people working
15
2. These students may be paid
from the Student Activity Fee at no
more than $ . per hour.
2 00
3. Director shall be appointed by
the Dean of Students with the
advice and consent of the Student
Senate, and shall be accountable to
both parties.
R
. .
taff h . · h ll
4· emam1Dg s
c oices s a
be made by the Director with the
advice and consent of the Dean of
Students.
5. No more than two students
may be paid from the Student
Activity Fund in a given academic

R ..

ye:r
taff
be
d
. · emam~g s
may
pai
for through tHe Work-Study
Program when possible.
D. Shall ·make a written report to
the Student Senate three times a
year: At the beginning of the Fall
Semester, at the beginning of the
Spring Semester and at the end of
the Spring Semester.
E . The above program will
commence on the first day of
Summer Session, l!F72 and continue
on a year-around basis subject to
the review and approval of the
Student Senate.

Call for May 4
Moratorium
WASHINGTON, D.C . (CPS) A call for an emergency nationwide Moratorium on May 4, to
protest the escalation of the war
and bombing of North Vietnam and
asking for an immediate end to the
war, was issued in Washington this
morning, April 20.
The call was signed by over 50
people, most long active in antiwar
activity, and backed by more than
20 members of Congress. It included Ralph Abernathy, Daniel
Ellsberg, Judy Collins, and
Representative Shirley Chisholm.
The May 4 Moratorium falls on the
second anniversary of the fatal
shooting of four students at Kent
State University in Ohio.
According to Ron Young, a
spokesperson for the Moratorium
who conducted by Capitol Hill
press conference, the emergency
Moratorium will demand that the
President and the Congress act to
end the war. "This can be done at
once if the U.S. will: 1. stop all
bombing throughout Indochina; 2.
set a specific date for the early
withdrawal of all American forces
from Indochina; 3. end all
American support for the Thieu
government in Saigon, accomplishing a true Vietnamization
in which the Vietnamese people
make their own decisions about
their future; and -4. a return to the
Paris peace talks."
The call came one day before a
scheduled student strike and action
day on · over one hundred U.S.
college and university campuses.
At the press conference, National
Student Association President
Margery Tabankin and Nati9nal
Student Lobby C~Director Peter
Coy called for, " ... every college
and university in the United States
to spend the day on Friday in intensive antiwar orRanizimz.

designed to build a sustained
spring campaign to end the war."
Also, Set the Date Now, an interreligious campaign to end the war,
announced sponsorship of an
emergency convocation to end the
war, which will bring citizens from
key Congressional districts to
Washington to lobby their
representatives on May 10 and 11.
The goals of the lobbying effort
are: 1. stop all U.S. bombing in
Indochina immediately; 2. set the
date for the immediate withdrawal
of all U.S. military and
paramilitary forces from Indochina and end all direct or indirect U.S. military activity there;
and
3.
begin
meaningful
negotiations toward a political
settlement with which the people of
Indochina may make crucial
decisions as to their future.
At the press conference
Representative Paul N. Mee loskey Republican from
California who recently withdrew
from the race for the Republican
Presidential nomination, said,
"We've adopted a policy of killing
in a war we are no longer willing to
die in." He predicted a massive
outpouring of antiwar sentiment on
May 4, if' it were legal and did not
destroy property, would cause the
House to move to end the war.
In a related development, the
House
Democratic
caucus,
meeting at the same time, voted
144 to 41 in favor of directing the
House Foreign Affairs Committee
to report legislation within 30 days
setting the date to end the war.
One bill that has received
widespread attention is the GravelMondale-Drinan measure which,
with many c~sponsors, would stop
the war within 30 days of passage.
It was introduced to the House
Committee o~ March 23.
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By Chip Berlet
<CPS) - Students at over 175
colleges and univenities matched
President Nixon's escalation of the
Ind hina
oc
war last week with the
largest wave of a~tiwar activities
to sweep across the nation since
~ P~~ts over the Cambodian
mvas!on 10 l!F70. .
.
Strikes, ralhes, tea~h-IDs,
marches and scattered violence
spread quickly following a call to
action issued Monday, April 17, at
an emergency weekend conference
assem~le? by the National Student
Association <NSA> and the
National Student Lobby ( NSL).
That same weekend the eight Ivy
League st~dent . newspapers
agreed to pnnt a Joint editorial
Tuesday' April 18, criticizing the
resumption of bombing and urging
stude~~ to "voi~e their !>'1trage"
by ~trikm~ on i;:nday, ~pnl 21. The
strike gained immediate support
from the NSA, the NSL and the
Student Mobilization Committee
<SMC> ·
Signs of discontent surfaced first
at "bellweather" Columbia
Univ~rsity
~here
students
organized an impromptu march
down Broadway Monday night that
drew upwards of three thousand
· New Yorkers into the. streets. That
same evening ID Madison,
Wisconsin, thousands of Univenity
of Wisconsin s~dents ma~hed on
the ROTC building beanng red
paintand provoked a confrontation
that produced the week's first
arrests. Over 750 protesters were
arrested ~efore th~ week .of
demonstrations cubmnated with
previously planned massive peace
marches on Saturday, April 22, in
New York an~ Los Angeles.
At a Washington, D.C . . press
conference
NSA
president
Margery ~ abankin said the
den:io~stra!~ons were only the
begmnmg. We want to show a
commitment of real toughness. We
view this. a~ on!y a ~uilding dar for
our parbc1pation m the national
conventions and the electi~.:·
Although. most campus activi~es
were non-violent, there were maJor
disruptions at more than a dozen
colleges. The National .Gu~ was
called onto the Umvers~ty of
Maryla~d College Park campus to
qu~ll d.1Sturbances an~ at ~e
Un~vers1ty of Texas m Austin,
pohce battled d.emo~trators for
three consecutive mghts. The
R?T~ building at the University of
M1ch1ga~ a~ Ann Arbor wa~ sacked
and buildings were seized at
Princeton, ~a~vard ! C ol.umbia,
So~then:i Illmo1s Umvers1ty, the
Un~vers1!f of Massa~hu~tts, the
U01vers1ty of Ill1Do1s! N.ortheastern, and Boston Umvers1ty.
T.h~ . vast majority of strike
acb~1bes, however, we~ pea~e~ul
and mcluded fasts and silent vigils
at sev~ral sch~ls.
.
Pres1dent Nixon was burned m
effigy at rallies and candlelight
~arches were a popular form of
d1Ssent. News coverage of the
protests was spotty and usually
cen~red_ a!'lund the m~re violent
~anifes~~ons of antiwar senbment, if it appeared at all. The
demonstrations caught by surp~se
ma~y who had forecast a qwet
spnng for American. colleges and
debunked the IM'.rvas1ve myth ~hat
the new ~enerabon of students was
steeped m apathy.
.
.
Shel~y Berm~n, .strike IDformation coordma~or for NSA,
detected a. cha~ge m both m~
and tactics ID" last week s
demonstrations. The stu~ents
~ere more dedicated to the~ actio~,. ~he~e v;,as .less emotional
_exh1b1bomsm; said Berman who
stressed tha~ manr sch?ols
planned to.continue their activities
through ~ week. He. also noted a
new tactic of moving off the
campus ~nd in~ the surr9unding
community with h?th demonstrations and teach-ms, and the
development of the coordinated
protest where ~veral schools join
ID planning activities.
One su~h coordinated action
resulted 10 civil disobediance
Thursday at Wright Patenon Air
Foree Base near Daiton. Ohio.

where over 700 students from five
colleges staged a rush hour
protest 152 were arrested for
b1-i..i .... traffic incl...u .... several
individuals who stalled their cars
at base entrances. One organizer,
former Air Force Major Brian
Bounton, was struck by a car and
dra.gged 50 feet but he was not
senously injured and was later
arrested. Hitting the street in
waves traffic was tied up by
demo~trators for two hours in the
action involving students from
Antioch, Oberlin, Wright State
University, Ohio University, and
the University of Cincinnati.
At the sprawling Westover Air
Force Base outside Chicopee,
Mass., 250 students blocked entrances resulting in the arrest rl 95
persons. The Friday protest drew
students from the Univenity rl
Massachusetts, Amherst College,
Hampshire College, Mt. Holyoke,
and Smith. The Strategic . Air
Command Base is the home of the
99th Bomber Group which recently
sent B-528 to South Vietnam.
Two other combined · protests
spurred downtown marches
Friday in Ithaca, New York, and ·
Concord, New Hampshire. Several
thousand students attended the
marches organized by Cornell,
Ithaca, and T-hornpkina-Cortland
Community College and the
University of New Hampshire,
Dartmouth, and Colby Jr. College
respectively.
In what has become a traditional
escalation response, students at
the University of Maryland at
College Park seized nearby Route
1 three nights running and
prompted a small scale war. More
than 250 law enforcement officials,
aided by two jeeps, an armored
car, a helicopter and round after
round of tear gas, fought to reopen
the stretch of highway until
Governor Marvin Mandel declared
a state of emergency Thursday
and ordered in 650 members of the
National Guard to enforce a 9 p.m.
curfew. That evening 2,000
students on a . candlelight march
squared off opposite police lines
and 30 arrests were made. Later
that night troops swept the campus
arresting about 140 -persons for
curfew violation. The next night
the sweep, carried out by the
Guard with fixed bayonets and 36inch nightsticks, netted five persons including the school's
Episcopal Chaplain. The campus
radio station reported that very
little glass remained intact in the
chancellor's office. Troops continued to patrol the campus over
the weekend .
. Riot~equipped Austin police
halted a Thursday night march by
over 1,000 demonstrators from the
University of _Texas who attempted to span the short mall
stretching from the campus to the
state capitol. Several demonstrators. were severely beaten and
arrests. were made. Friday afternoon, militant women led an
assault on the school communications center and seized
campus radio station KUTFM
where they demanded and
received free air time to express
antiwar views. Following that
incident, students in the thousands
launched another foray to the
Capitol building. They were turned
b~ck by police using tear gas and
billy clubs. Five arrests were
made. Saturday at the University
of Texas saw the LBJ Library lose
at least 8 of its $740 windows and
the arrest of 25 protestors during
skirmishes on campus that ineluded building occupations. Tear
gas hung over the campus unill 2
a.m. Sunday.
M Stanford University Tom
Hayden of Chicago 8 fame spoke to
a rally Wednesday night in what
was to be the last trouble-free
event on that campus for several
days. A torchlight parade Thursday night ended in 12 arrests and
many beatings by police. Friday
the early morning sun illuminated
the 200 demonstrators who blocked
the entrance to Encino Hall at 8
·a.m: Police cleared the stepl and
made several arresla. By a a.m.
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350 proteston had gathered at the
Hanson Microwave Laboratorl•
on campus where one enterprisinl
individual produced a key to the
rear entrance. Police cleared the
buildhlg and arrested three persons including one visiting
professor who had suggested that
the building be held.
A noon rally attended by over
1 000 Stanford students and
c~mmunity members became the
rallying point for a large portion of
the crowd who moved into the
streets of Palo Alto and blocked a
busy intersection. Police fought off
a rain of missiles to clear the intersection and arrested 206.
Despite cold and windy weather,
800 students rallied . at the
University of Michigan in Ann
Arbor where a mock U.S. warplane
was burned in a Friday afternoon
protest. After a rriarch through the
downtown area a small band rl
students returned to campus
forced their way into the ROTC'
building, and destroyed everything
in sight Furniture was thrown .
through windows and files were
left inflames by the demcpatraton
who then rejoined the main crowd,
now swelled to2,000, in occupying a
busy intersection during rush boor
1,500 to 2,000 penons "---cbed·
un11&
.t he defenses of the prestigiOUI
Center for Intematicmal Affain at
Harvard University Tuesday and
ransacked the building until
cleared out by tear gas. They left
slogans painted on the walls ineluding: "Go NLF" and "Avenge
Hanoi." As rl Sllllday, April 2.1,
more than 30 memben of the Pan
African Liberation Committee still
held Massachusetts Hall at Barvard in a protest over "~·
perialist policies of Gulf Oil." Ten
members of that school's track
team refused to participate in a
Saturday meet with West Point in
an antiwar gesture
Harvard was on~ of 13 schools
that joined in an antiwar march
from Boston Common to Post
Office Squate Friday. More than
· 6,000 attended the rally. Afterwards several hundred Harvard students marched the five
miles back to Cambridge for
another demonstration. A splinter
group from the same Boston rally
returned to Boston University and
several hundred cheered as fifty
students kicked down the door of
Dean of Students Stanton Curtis
and occupied his offices. This
action was in part prompted by the
arrest of 5 Boston University
students in Roxbury District Court
Friday for their alleged participation in the takeover arid
trashing of the B.U. administration
building by 250 students on
Thursday. Three of the 5 arrested
were in court being sentenced for
their participation in a March 27
anti-Marine recruiting demonstration. Students at the urban
college have been striking for
sever.al weeks due to that incident.
The Dean's office at BU
.remained occupied as of Sunday
and several other buildings had
been seized for varying lengths of
time. so BU students were arrested
Saturday for committing civil
disobedience to dramati7.e their
discontent with the escalated
bombing.
Columbia University was of·
ficially closed Friday by President
William McGill after four days of
protests that included an attack on
the new School for International
Affairs. 40 students disrupted a
Thursday night University Senate
meeting that was about to close the
_school, according to McGill, and
this prompted his decision despite
the fact that a Court order had
been obtained against striking
students. Memben of the Scientists and Engineers for Social and
Political Action have pledged to
occupy Pupin Hall on that campus
until arrested.
A. twelve hour sit-in at Princeton's Woodrow Wilson School for
Public and Internaticmal Allain
was ended Saturday. Earlier in t1'"
week 300 bad ut In at ti- ..... . 4
·
· · ..
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Anti Tru St Suits
had no ownership interest, ( 2) to
compel outside program suppliers
to grant the network financial
interests in television programs
which it accepts for broadcast, (3)
to refuse to offer air time to advertisers and other outside
program suppliers seeking to have
their own programs shown on. the
network, ( 4) to control the prices
paid by the network for television
exhibition rights to motion picture
feature films, and ( 5) to obtain
competitive advantages over other
producers and distributors of
television entertainment programs
and of motion picture feature
films.
The government's antitrust suits
allege that the networks have
obtained ownership interests in
most of the prime time en-

con•t. rrom page 2

tertainment ·programs they now
broadcast. In 1957, CBS h8d such
interests in 49 percent of its prime
time entertainment programs,
NBC in 43 percent, and ABC in 31
percent. By 1967, these figures had
increased to 73 percent, 68 percent,
and 86 percent, respectively.
The effects of the violations,
according to the complaints, are
that ownership and .control of
network prime time television
entertainment programs have
been concentrated in the networks;
competition in the production,
distribution and sale of television
entertainment programs has been
restrained; and the-viewing public
has been deprived of the benefits of
free and open competition in the
broadcasting of television entertainment programs.

The suits also contend that
recent network entry into motion
pictures poses a danger to competition.
The complaints assert that the
use of motion picture feature films
in prime time has increased
sharply in recent years, and that
each network has arranged for the
production of feature films. According to the complaints, only the
three national television networks
can assure television exposure to
writers,
actors,
directors,
producers and related talent. In
addition, the complaints assert, the
networks are in a unique position to
assure themselves of television
revenues for their feature films. As
a result, according to the complaints, the networks enjoy important competitive advantages
over other producers of feature
films.

............ m-••
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DOUBLE FEATURE
APRIL 26th-MAY 2nd

( "The best comedy of
the year and the
best love story!'

S:lO

"The richest and most
provocative of recent films."
'

• -Richard Schickel,
Life Magazine

~

- NEWSWEEK MAGAZINE

lJ.S. To Strike Until
Invasion Ends

CLASSIFIED ADS
WANTED: 1 Rm. Apartment:
Bristol, Warren, Portsmouth. 2553128. 6: 00-7: 30 p.m. Sandi.
of rug yarn and wools in exciting
colors. $4.00 per pound. Contact
Joan Bartram in Library ( 2552362).
SWEATERS - all styles, color~
and sizes at factory prices. Call
255-:1191.
FEMALE Vocalist seeks band.
Call Judith 884-9246 Sings anything
REG. STANDARD Poodle puppies. 8 wks. old in Apr.
Call 624-8981
Ask for Nora
A.K.C. Registered Doberman
Pinschers. Call 245-0393 Warren.
Great temperments & good
physics. SIOO M&F.
ANY DORM student interested
in having their rooms cleaned
please call 3117 and ask for Ronnie.
One dollar per room.
· WANTED Prov. Area, one two
story classroom building to use as
Metropolitan Campus. Call 255·
2146 days.
!! TRACK STEREO Tape Deck
(Craig> $50.00. Speakers extra.
Will install it. 353-4019. Anytime ·
Ask for Vinny.
\\'/\Tl-:h~H ·:n ·
Any si7.r call
'1'0111111~·

Mit-1;:.1:..

FOR SALE: Marshall 100 watt 812" spks. Sunn 2000s 4-15" JBL's,
Sunn Studio P.A., Gibson ES-335,
Fender Stratocaster. Call Jack or
Pete 521-9363.
FOR SALE: Two Gerbils, new
cage with food. Best offer. Call
Donna 255-3113.
TUTOR: College prof. will tutor
French and/or English - composition, proof-read themes, term
papers etc. My home or yours,
reasonable rates. Call: ~ristol,
. z.i;s.7134 anytimt:.
FOR SALE: Good violin, In fine
shape, $75. After 5 p.m. call: 2534417.

ONE 69 ROAD RUNNER, 29,000
miles - green, clean - Plymouth
mags, 4 speed Hurst, asking
$1,550.00. Contact Bill Winters thru
Quill or call 1-617-763-2127 after
5:00 p.m.
FOR SALt; - Surfboard; Con
<ugly) 9'7", excellent condition,
$35. Call 253-9750. Ask forBob.
FOR · SALE past and present 45
R.P.M. hits, about 300 records.
call 255-3431
FOR SALE: 1969 Flat Spider,
excellent condition. Make an offer.
Call 255-3481.
FOR SALE: 1966 VW Bug, black,
goo'1 condit,on, sunroof, 3()
miles/gallon good tires, good
engine. $400. -Contact Fran @ 4333446.

FOR SALE: Hagstrom II -guitar.
Fender Princeton Reverb Amp.
Be offer. Cal• 255-3Zt3
for,
Greg.

••k-

WAN:l'ED anything you can give
to be sold at a rummage sale. Call
The Playpen 253-3165 or 253-5814.
3 in I HAND BAGS - new
assorted colors - advertised in
Harper's Bazaar for $25. Our price
$12. Call 231-5224.
FOR SALE: 19611 Fiat Spider,
make an offer. Call Anne 255-3481
anytime.
STUDENT INTERESTED in
student overseas services - would
like to talk to RWC. student who
has participated in past.
call 847-1005
NEW STUDENT is looking for an
RWC student or faculty member
who can find time to be a reader for
him . Will pay. If interested please
contact Dean of Students Office
and leave name and address. Call
2~t;.???I

GUITAR: Ventura steel string
acoustic, almost never used, cost
$100, asking $50. Contact Joan
Bartram in Library ( 255-2362).
WEAVING WOOLS: wide varietv·
SKI EQUIP. for sale cheap.
Fischer Alu. Steel ( RSL no bindings)
Blizzards <no bindings)
Lange standards with jet stix and
Kolblack epoxy and leather
buckles. Call Henry ( 253-4791).
DORM STUDENT wants space to
store motorcycle and tools. Bristol
Area. Willing to pay. Jack 255-3383.
F.OR SALE: Radial Tires 165 SRx
15 made by Fulda same design as
Sempret. Like new. $50. for pair.
Jon
683-1034
SOCIOLOGY BOOKS for 201,
brand new. This semester, $10.00.
Call 25:i-:J4:16 after 5. Gordon

BOOKS FOR SALE: 1) "The
American Tradition in Literature" FOR SALE: Classic car. .i. 958
<3rd edition) ; 2) "Literature in Jaguar sedan 3.4 Liter, polished
America"/ The Founding of a aluminum enginl} ( 3,442 cc ) 27 ,000
original miles. New tires, exhaust,
Nation, Edited by Silverman.
CallMarby freeze plugs. All leather interior
255-3424 wood dash, auto-trans. So much
FOR SALE - Laffaytte F.M. more. $600 or best 683-1004Jon
Tuner, hardly used, excell~nt ANYONE wishing to donate some
condition . $70. 255-3380, Joey time to the Red Cross, get in touch
Goldman.
with Ted Diedrich. Get in
ALBUMS for a low discount price. touch-get involved.
Getting to This by Blood, Wouldn't
I ROOM, private home, $80.00 a
Take SSH by Ten Years After, The month. 253-7544.
Original Delaney and Bonnie, Joe JIU JIT SU: Lessons held Sun
Cocker Mad Dogs and English- eyes. Contact 255-3128. Taught
men, Ten Wheel Drive by Brief by Brown belt A: Assistant.
Replies, Isaac Hayes Movement.
All single Albumr. $2.50. BALDWIN Bass Guitar, excellent
All double albums $4.00. sound, new strings and hardshell
call Paul
If interested call 255-3345 or go to case. Best offer
724-5299
(
after3
J>.m.
Unit 5, Room 345 and ask for
FOR SALE: II Muatanf CoaJ,ennv.
GERMAN shepard pup female· ( 3 vertlble, 6 cylinder automatic.
Good condition, asking '550. Call
mos. pure bred) with doghouse $90.00. A very sweet dog. Also, an 351-6815 or 7~247.
Epiphone Guitar <1965 model)
FOR SALE 194i9 MGB-GT 6
$1,50.00. Dunlap radials, AM/FM Radio,
·semi-hollow body
Contact: Jay 336-8411 Seekonk.
pacer header w/Abarth extractor
exhaust
system. 30,000 ·miles. Grey
FOR SALE - Epoxy glass 190 CM
skies. good condition. no bindings. w /black int. ex. cond., runs good
$1800. Call Rich: 683-1034.
$10. Call 336-7744.
FOR SALE: 19&9 Plymouth ONLY TWO PUPPIES-left
Road Runner, 383 high per- mother Dalmatlon - father neighformance, 4-speed, brand new borhood playboy. Call 433-4378.
Garrard SLX-3
tires, puff condition & mags. Mqst FOR SALE see to appreciate. Contact: Bert in turntable. Complet with Sure
cartridge, base, and dust cover.
Bristol learning lab.
FOR SALE: Stereo equipment, Was $100 new. Will sell for $70.
Lowest prices on AR, Advent, Call 379-9712 after 5 for inSony, Fisher and many others. formation.
Receivers,
tuners,
amps, 66 VW BUG - Low mileage, good
speakers,headphones,phonos,and condition. Call 255-3206, ask for
tape recorders. Call 401-943-24261 3- Mike.
10: 00 p.m. weekdays and all day FURNISHED ROOM. Semi-bath
·a nd kitchen facilities. Maid serweekends. Cranston.
vice, Gentleman only. Carreiro
FOR SA~E: Pair of Headphones, 253-9200,611 Wood St, Bristol. TFN
originally $60, will sell for $25.00. FOR SALE - 1965 Plymouth
Ca II 255-3302, ask Spencer. !
Satellite, 383 high performance, 4
speed, new snow tires, 2 air cond.
FREE: 5 kittens. Contact Mrs
best offer call Mr. D. 255-2211.
Harlow; office, 255-2156.
· FOR SALE: - 1963 Ford Fairlane
FOUR PURE-BRED Siamese 500, VS automatic needs some
kittens, $10 apiece, Tobey will be-,8 work; new exhaust; good tires;
wks. old on April 18th. To reserve.a good. buy at $75 call: 255-3334 or ·
kitten call Granger,
624-8981 ,f:J8-5139.
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Century-Fox
presents

2001CC N TUR V FOX, .,. ·o1. """
.1 Wylcl 'F1l111s procluclion

Made For
Each Other
Color by Deluxe

FOR SALE: 1969 M.G. Midget.
Very good condition. $1200. or best
offer. Must sell!! Call 949-3692.
DESPERATELY NEEDED:!!
AN M.G. 1098 c.c. Engine in good
running condition for an M.G. 1100
Sedan ( 1966) - Cheap. Please call
Bernie .a t 2157 or stop by Student
Assistance Office!
BEAGLE DOG found nearly
starving to death. Name is
"Peter".
Needs
a
home
desperately . Free of charge. 255:11211.
62 . VW

Karman Ghia, rebuilt
engine. new paint, radio, good
lires. Call Dick 252-3314.
/\VON C ALLING-Products for
whole family. Fragrances &
Cosmetics for both men and
women. Contact your Studeni.
"Avon" Representative, "Buff",
Hoom 682-Unit 11, 255-3482.
FOH SALE: 1962 Plymoutll
Valiant, excellent cond. new tires,
exhaust system, brakes, trans.
engine is best Plymouth ever
made. Six cyl. auto trans. All work
done by dealer. Very economical
too. Will last forever. $300.
683-1004 Jon
WANTED: Female with car to
share house in Middletown for fall
and spring semester 1972-73. Rent
very reasonable, for further information contact Mona 255-3224;
Dot 846-1655.
DACHSHUNDS, male, 3 months
old. AKC. All shots. $75. 274-7558.
ATTENTION:
Society
for
Rational Intelleciuals - we have
been searching for Atlantis. Call
25.'>-3117 or 3243.
WHO is John Galt? 255-3117 or 3243.
WHERE is Howard Roark? Call
255-3117 or 3243.
WANTED: Roommate to share
apartment for summer - call Ken
after 3 - 253-5743.
1972 VEGA - Hatchback - GT
model - 4 sp_eed stick shift - over
20 miles per gallon - orange/with
black strip - black Interior - ( 2)
two new snowtires with rims hook up for tape deck - owner in
service -leaving area - call 2536083. Or see Roselyn Bristol
campus recept.
71 y AMARA -Enduro _ 360 cc. 1500
miles. plus extras. Call 722-3811.
FEMALE ROOMMATE wanted
for summer, nice apt in Bristol one
mile from school. $57 .50 per month
_ 2:;3-5743 _ Margie or Ellyn.
<after 6: 00 p.m.).

WALKABOUT

"AN EICITll AND EllTI: UYENmf!"
-Judith Crist, NBC-TV

COLOR BY DELUXE®

FOR SALE: Olympus Trip 35,
:15mm call: 331-5243 $25. After six.
D~ve.

I

SUZUKI DIRT BIKE - no street
legal, new piston, rings, carburator, Flltron racing filter, and
ignition coil. Knobby tires. Just
tuned. May be seen down at track
along new dorm or Call 255-3159.
$235.
ANYONE interested in sharing
space, creativity & money in an
investment in an art studio. Please
call the U.W.W. office and ask for
Dale.
FEMALE ROOMMATE, immediately. Call 253-3613 or 24618!1!1.
TYPING: Will type paper student
rate :15¢ per page with one carbon
copy. s:1.oo· minimum. Call 461--0338
or :15:1-1300 ext 232. Ask for Rod.
FOR SALE: 1968 'Peugeot 404
sedan automatic, radio, sunroof,
Michelin X tires, rack & pinion
steering ..50,000 miles $1,200 Firm.
Tel. 4:14-6758.
SHARE APT. - 22 year old
U.W .W. girl wants to begin sharing
apartment immediately with 1 or 2
other people. Call Dede Dunbar,
Newport 846-6594. <anytime).
FOR SALE: 1965 16 ft DODGE
Truck converted to c·a mper .Good
condition, 2 bunks and plenty of
cabinet and storage space. $IOI.
Call Tom 635-8864.
FOR SALE: 66 Mustang convetlble, 6 cylinder, good condition,
asking $550. Call 351-1865 or 7850247 anytime .
FOR SALE 1968 4-deor
Plymouth Valiant, beige with red
"Signet" feature stripe, one-owner
car, 35,000 honest miles, automatic
transmission, 6-cyllnder engine
<uses regular gas), 4 new four-ply
nylon whitewall tires, unused
whitewall spare <mounted), 2
whitewall snow tires ( unmounted), new heavy-duty battery, good AM radio, fast heaterdefroster, cigarette lighter, front
and rear seat belts/shoulder belts,
backup lights/4-way emergency
flashers. Current "Blue Book"
Retail Value .. $950, willing to sell
for ........ $750. E.B. Neelson,
Bristol Campus ( 225-2321 >.
WANTED: wheels for VW, '68-'72.
Mags or slots. Call 255-3293
anytime. Ask for Kurt.

FOR SALE: 12 ft. fiberglass
runabout, 1957 Evinrude, all good
condition. Motor has 1966 block and
WANTED: Share apartment with was overhauled in 1970. Boat needs
other girl or girls. Bristol, Portl- a little work. Traller in good
.. mouth,· Warren.·· · ZSS.:3128. · 1;-ao; · -eondi&ien-. AU needs- -regietratlon. •:
7: 30 P.M. Sandi
~king $300.00. Call 255-3320.
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Student Protestscont.
office protesting ROTC presence building at the University and dug

)

on campus and a Friday night rally
was addressed by Sister Elimbeth
McAllister of the Harrisburg 8.
The ROTC building at the
University of Massachusetts was
transformed by the Radical
Women's Caucus and members of
Vietnam Veterans Against the War
into a day care center and it
remained occupied for the third
day late Satur<tay. Administration
officials cut the phone lines to the
building when they discovered
protestors issuing radio interviews
to stations around the country.
Heavy rain Friday and Saturday
brought to an end disturbances at
the UJiiversity of Wisconsin which
began Monday when 3,000 students
marched on the ROTC building
carrying paint-filied balloons.
Several nights of trashing in the
downtown area followed that event
with the largest number of arrests
occurring ·after a Thursday _night
rally attended by 4,000. Police
estimated that overtime and
property damage will cost over
$90,000. In Cambridge, Mass., the
Mayor intends to bill President
Nixon for the cost of police overtime since "he is responsible for
the demonstrations."
200 students at the University of ·
Illinois began a sit-in Saturday
following a night of demonstrations
that resulted in injury to at least 13,
some seriously. A rally on Thursday was held peacefully and was
attended by over 1,000. Also in
Illinois, at Southern Illinois
University 20 persons took over the
chancellor's office Thursday and
remained in possession late
Saturday.
Two sticks of dynamite atomized
a dummy placed on the fifty yard
line at the University of Oregon's
two-year-old Autzen Stadium
Friday night. The blast, which
occµrred precisely at 10: ·15 p.m.,
was heard for thirty miles and
scooped a foot-deep crater causing
$1,000 damage. Earlier in the week
500 people marched on the ROTC

bomb craters around it. The crowd
then headed for the Administration
building but were disc6uraged by
local police.
At Oberlin · University the
school's President, Robert Fuller,
led 50 students and faculty
members to Washington, D.C., to
hand deliver 1,300 letters
protesting the air war to the
Congressional Representatives for
their district. Those who remained
behind at the small private school
kept busy by constructing a mock
Vietnamese village which they
plan to devastate in a !Umulation of
the destruction of An Loe by U.S.
bombers.
Students from Brown University
and the Rhode Island School of
Design led demonstrators into the
rotunda after an ecumenical rally
at the Statehouse in Providence
Friday and their chants and antiwar songs echoed th!:oughout the
building. Brown students also
picketed the ROTC building, held a
silent candlelight vigil and
scheduled antiwar films and slide
shows for parents' weekend.
A march from Syracuse
University to a downtown
recruiting station ended with the
arrest of 31 for civil disobedience.
Jerry Rubm told a crowd of 300 at
Newark State College "we ain't
gonna allow our government to
continue genocide," and then
astonished
the
rally
by
proclaiming George McGovern the
only Pre8idential candidate worthy
of support.
Other activity on the Eastern
seaboard included rallies at Yale,
Fordham, Rutgers and Northeastern , where students occupied a building calling for an end
to ROTC.
In Washington, D.C., a band of
200 law students from George
Washington University and
Georgetown marched to the
Supreme Court building where a
44-year-old professor burned his
draft card.

In the South a coordinated
protest was held in Raleigh by 2,500
students from the University of
North Carolina, Duke and several
other North Carolina colleges.
There were rallies, candlelight ·
vigils, and a sleep-in at Virginia
Tech, the University .of Southern
Florida and the University of
Mia~i, respectively.
The student senate at Kent State
voted to strike but there was no
follciw-up planning and the campus
continued its routine without interuption unlike two years ago,
when it, along with Jackson State,
became the focal point of the ·
nation's protests. Grinnel College,
a small school in Iowa, however,
mobilized a majority of its student
population and held a silent march
in the rain Friday morning
followed by an afternoon of films,
lectures and workshops. Other
midwestern antiwar activities
. were held by students at the
University of Kansas, Washington
University in St. Louis, Ohio
University and the University of
St.Louis.
In the Rocky Mountain region
there ·were protests at the Capitol
in Idaho and David Mixner, one of
the original 1969 moratorium
organizers, addressed a teach-in at
the University of Denver.
Berkeley, which gained notoriety
as a protest school during the Free
Speech Movement in the early
sixties, held a rally Thursday,
attended by 3,000. About 500
students remov.ed the U.S.,
California, and University flags
from the main flagpole and
replaced them with a Chinese flag,
a peace Tlag, and a pair of long
underwear. The original flags
were rescued by a campus
member of the John Birch Society
who was subsequently chased by
portions of the crowd for his feat.
The Institute for International
Studies suffered minor damage
Thursday, before protestors were
cleared out by Berkeley police. A
Friday rally at UCLA was addressed by Anthony Russo of
Pentagon Papers fame. Marches

~\

Rocky's Bar
join your friends for drinks in a game of pool, ,rap session or
watch your favorite sports on color T. V. ! Informal nautical
atmosphere! Where?

.

.

'
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198 Thames Street
BRISTOL-Onthe Waterfront

and rallies were also held at UC at second anniversary of the shooting
Davis, Isla Vista, San Jose State, of four students at Kent State
and Sacramento State College. University.
The Banlc of America was the
target of several California
fMTER~T
protests.
Further activities are planned at
•~\r t>eA~
more than a score of schools with
regional peace marches planned
oR l~ \T?
by SMC and the National Peach
Action Coalition for April 29 and a
massive work stoppage and
Moratorium are set for Mav 4. t.hP.

BLACK - CULTURAL
WEEKEND
Friday - May 12th
Voices o·f Ea.st···Harlem
,.

Bristol _Motor Lo·dge
9 p.m. - 1 a.m.

$4.00 tickets· in Advance
2 Shows with dancing $4.50 tickets .'at the Door

Saturday

- May

..

13th .

(afternoori) Cultural Workshops
Art Exhibits
"Ebo - Glows"
I

(night)
Dawn Dance $2.00 11 :30

until

.plus Soul Dinner & Free Beer
TWO Live Bands
. 6.
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Simeoni's Poll Successful;
Referendum Next

A Creative Solution
To. Pollution
By Wllllam P. Lear

<W.Wiam P. Leat is President of
Lear Enterprises and past
Cmirman of the Board of the Lear
Jet Ccrporation and the Lear
Motor C0rporati0n. AB one of the
most outstaddfng men in Ute field
ol electrical engineering Mr. Lear
baa designed the Lear Airplane,
tbe Learcat, a catamaran.sailboat,
and designed and built the Lear
Jet He is the recipient of
numerous awards including the
Collier Trophy in 1950, the Great
Silver Metal City of Paris in 1960,
and the Thulin Award of Sweden in
1960.)
March 5, 11'12, marked the
beginning of our fifth year of fulltime research towat'ds the goal of
elimination of air pollution caused
by motor vehicles.
The pollution problem is no
longer a local problem of Los
Angeles or any other large urban
area. It has been conclusively
demonstrated that pollution is now
affecting the food supply of our
neighbors, especially those
dependenl upon the ocean for fish.
We face a world problem. We dare
not become less restrictive
regardless of all the pressures any
industry may apply. A big problem
requires a big solution and we have
committed all of our time, all of
our energy and all of our personal
fortune to the successful accomplishment of this task.

I would like to stress that our
steam power plant represents
much more than a feasibility
system. We all knpw that steam
propelled vehicles are feasible.
Around the turn of the century
steam powered most of the world's
vehicles and today almost 90% of
the earth's electrical energy is
generated by steam power. Even
the atomic power plants are really
steam p0wer plants with the
atomic energy merely used to
_ furnish the boiler heat. The large
steam power plants are ahfo the
most efficient heat engines in the
world today and it almost goes
without saying that the battle
against air pollution must be won
with a very efficient engine .
Nothing is gained if the emission is
cut in half and the fuel consumption is doubled.
We are proud to report to you
that our vehicle which we recently
showed
and
demonstrated
represents the major milestone
towards our goal.
We can now promise combustion
emissions which will meet or ex. ceed the l!J76 requirements. In the
laboratory and on our chassis
dyna1112met~r we have met the
l!J76 standards and this work
further reinforces our confidence
that a car can be built to meet the
1'76 standards. The basic problem
is not 'can it be done' as much as it
is 'will it be done.' Lear Motors has

built engineering prototypes but
has reached the limits of its
financial ability to continue its
efforts beyond the building of
engineering prototypes. I must
emphasize, however, that an by Pete Bouffidl1
52 seniors in favor, 10 against.
engineering prototype is only a
The RWC athletic facility poll,
The one faculty member was in
fraction of the task of developing a held last Wednesday and Thur- favor , along with a "special
production prototype. Let me sday, has turned out remarkably student" .
quote from an article in the March well. 657 students from both
Those who gave no class : 17 in
6 issue of Automotive News in campuses, Providence and Bristol, favor, 3 against.
which Mr. Gerstenberg, Chairman were asked if they would be willing
Out of those that were against, 17
of the Board of General Motors to tax. themselves for the cost of freshmen wanted a gym, but didn' t
says : There is a vast difference const.ructing a gymnasium on want to be taxed.
between what can be produced one campus next fall. An over19 sophomores wanted one, yet
at a time in the laboratory, and whelming 525 students were in refused to be taxed.
what must be mass produced and favor of such taxation, 88 were
9 juniors wanted one, yet refused
subjected to the daily wear and against.
to be taxed.
tear an automobile receives in the
Michael Simeoni, treasurer for
7 seniors and 2 who gave no class
hands of customers over widely the S.A .C. (Student Affairs designation wanted one but
differing road and climate con- . Council) , was the sponsor of the wouldn' t be taxed.
ditions."
poll. When asked what the poll
On the Providence campus, l!J7
I have spent over 12-million of actually signified, Simeoni replied, students plus one faculty member
our family funds to date on a clean "I think it shows students do have a were polled: 138 in favor, 15
air propulsion design and we are feeling towards an athletic facility. against: Here's the breakdown:
currently spending $300,000 a I actually accomplished what I
22 freshmen in favor, 13 against.
month. We can no longer go it wanted to Cwhich was to show that
32 sophomores in favor, 6
alone. We have developed an ex- the students were willing to pay for against.
cellent engineering prototype that a facility> ." The next step, ac36 juniors in favor, 20 against.
could solve the automobile air cording to Simeoni, is a referen47 seniors in favor, 18 against.
polution problem but we do not dum .
He said, "Where we'll
The one faculty member polled
have enough money to tool and probably go from here is a ref- was in favor.
develop it for mass production. We erendum. I hope it shows the
Out of the thirteen freshmen who
cannot build additional pre- administration something. It voted no, eleven wanted one but
production prototypes without the proves the need for a facility, refused to be taxed. Out of the six
financial assistance of the y ' know . "
sophomores who voted no, two
Government or the automotive
On the Bristol campus alone, 460 wanted a gym, but refused to be
industry.
students were polled, including one taxed. Fourteen of the twenty
This effort should continue until faculty member. 387 students juniors who were against, wanted
the steam car is in mass produc- favored taxation for the gym, 73 one without taxation, and 11 of the
tion for oi.r populace cannot were against it. The breakdown is 18 seniors who voted no wanted a
continue . to live under an ever as follows:
gym without the taxation.
darkening, life shortening cloud of
172 freshmen were in favor, 22
Said Simeoni in conclusion, "I'm
air pollution.
against it.
very happy with the results, as I'm
133 sophomores were in favor, 26 sure a lot of people. are. I'd like to
against.
·
thank all the people that helped me
111 juniors favored it. 15 against. with this."
Many of the so-called ' 'new" things
in football today are just different
wrinkles on formations used for
years and years.
.
1 - Plexlglass Table
The student-athlete today is a lot
different from those back 30 - 40
'
can be converted into 2 person seat
years ago.
He is a smarter person, more in
$100
tune with everything going on in
the world, and football is just one of
1 - Plexlglass Typing Table
the many things that interes.ts him
in his pursuit of an education.
12" x 24" x 8"
Football is a ~tter game today
than it ever has been, in my
opinion. It is a faster game, more
$35
thrilling for the spectators, and
certainly better technically.
I've been fortunate all my life to
8 - Plexlg lass Cubes
be associated with a group of
winning athletes. When I was
12" x 24" x 8"
playing we had a lot of outstanding
athletes and as a coach it haa been
my good. fortune to have coached·
S35 each
some great young men.
A lot of the young men I've
If Interested Contact
coached today are leading
3364
businessmen, lawyers, doctors,
2016
RUSS FONTAINE
educators, and, yes, even coaches.
3129
Football has changed a lot, and
2016
BRAD NOE
for the better. It baa given me the
opportunity to enjoy a wonderful
family, own a nice home, make a
much better living than any other
occupation I could have chOlen,
PROV. CAMPUS FILM SERIES
and it has given me the chance to
meet some truly great people.
If I bad it to do all over again, I
couldn't think of a thing I'd change
presents . . . .
. . . well, maybe a few sccres, but
I'll never be able to give to football
all the ·thinp it baa given to me.

How Football HasChanged

/

By Paul W. Bryant
<The legendary "Bear" Bryant
is the President of the American
Football Coaches Association and
is the football coach at the
University of Alabama. He was
elected to the Arkansas Hall of
Fame in 1965 and received the
Silver Anniversary , Award by
Sports Illustrated magazine in
1960. Mr. Bryant has been the
coach of numerous Sugar Bowl,
Orange Bowl, and Cotton Bowl
games over the years.)
It was over forty years ago that I
got my first introduction to football
and since that time I've seen a
great game change in many ways,
while at the same time many Of the
same ba§ic principles that won
then still Win.
It is still a game where the team
that b~s and tackles the best
wins, where the team that makes
the fewest mistakes comes out on
top, IDd the team with the best
athletes will win more often than
others.
Equipment
bas
changed
probably . . i of all. Today we
have the finest uniforms and
protective pada that research and
modern' machinery can produce.
When I first started[" · playing at
Fordyce high school in Arkansas, I
didn't mve a pair of football shoes.
I played in my only pair of
"cburcb" shoes, and ilearly got the
whipping of my life from my Dad
for using them, too.
Stadiums
have
changed
drutlcally,
Toda)' IDCllt ol

ao.

the major football institutions have
stadiums seating 50,000 and up.
Many have artificial surfaces.
I can remember playing on rocks
and gravel, with just some wooden
bl~chers on the sidelines to seat at
the most a couple of hundred fans.
I remember one of the greatest
thrills I ever had was going to the
Rose Bowl to play Stanford after
the l!KW season at Alabama. We
went by train arid I think the trip
took four days and three nights. We
stopped along the way in order to
practice.
Last season we opened up
against Southern California in Los
Angeles. It took us less than four
hours to fly there. In many ways I
feel sorry for our players because
they don't know what it was like to
travel by train with a lot of sportswriters along to help pass the time
by swapping stories.
The game itself also has seen a
lot of change. When I played, you
took the best n on the squad and
they played both ways. You didn't
come out of a game wiless you
were injured to ·the point tbat you
couldn't continue to play. And once
you came out, you didn't go back
in. Now we have so much
specialization that a coach almost
needs a computer on the sidelines
to keep his substitutions agoing
according to the game plan.
And while it is true that there are
a number of different olfensive
formations and a lot of various
defenses uaed in football, you still
have to blodE IDd taclde to win.

FOR SALE
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HA WK SPORTS REVIEW
The Hawks

Dave Hochman Is All
Sports
.

~

by Peter Greenberg

"Big Dave", as his peers often
called him, has been the guiding
light in Roger Williams College for
a good many years, but in January
l!J72 he graduated, leaving to his
credit a long list of personal
achievements. I could talk to you
, for hoUFS about Dave Hochman as
a person and as a student leader
but to thos!'! of you who are close or
know of him respect him deeply as
a hard and honest worker while lle
attended the college. Dave always
took the task of going out of his way
to meet the challenges before him
and deal with it effectively.
However, Dave Hochman is not
just a spectator of sports, but was
and still is an- enthusiastic participant.
Dave attened Hope High School
in Providence from 1962-65. He
played his Freshman and
sophomore years in football. In his
junior year he excelled in indoor
and outdoor track and by his senior
year he played tennis.
After high school, Dave went to
Rhode Island Junior College from
1967-69, where he was a two-year
letterman in track ; hammer shot,
discus and the heavy-weight mile
relay.
With two years remaining, in his
quest for a Bachelor of Business
degree, he came to Roger Williams
at the Providence Campus.
· '-

ACHIEVEMENTS:
He was elected to Who's Who
Among College and Universities
his junior and senior years. He was
also editor of the college in 1!170-71.
1. Assistant editor of the yearbook
in l!J71-72
2. Former Quill sports editor
3. Quill sports coordinator for the
Providence Campus
4. Sophomore class president
5. Junior class president
6. Special advisor to 1!171-72 Senior
class president
7. In January of l!J72, Hochman
graduated as a
Business
Marketing Major.
8. Hochman played Tennis from
1969-1!171. In 1969-71., Dave boasted
an undefeat~ SE!ilson in a · Hawk
uniform. In 1!170-71, his record
was an impressive 8 and 5.
9. Dave was the head trainer for
the Hawk Hockey Team for two
and a half years. He was also the '
official announcer for all home
games.
10. Traveling trainer for all away
Hawk basketball games in 1969-71.
11.
coordinator
for
the
recreational and intramural sports
on the Providence campus, for the
last two years.
12. Advertising representative for
the athletic department, 1!170-71.
13. Member of · the Community
Involvement Program, 1969-70

-

-

Head trainer Hochman of Hawk Hockey Team.

l4. Captain of the l!J70 Intramural
basketball champion team
15. l!J72 Head basketball coach (no
pay received)
uave was a former co-sports
editor of the Quill a couple of years
ago and .a personal, close friend of
mine, who symbolized to me that
sports at this school is not just a
whispered word of the past, but a
shining attraction to all those who

are commg or are part of this gre~t
jock school.

Bruce Hochman THE MAN.
So it is with this over:powering
When I think about that in- symbol of a man in sports, Dave
dividual who has demonstrated Hochman, who will never be
inumerable contributions , forgotten by his fellow students
steadfastness, integrity, pride and and shall be a lasting inspiration to
honesty towards the Roger all of us now and in the future.
Williams College Providence Dave will surely be re.membered in
campus and who has made a the historical annals of Roger
lasting impression on my mind in Williams College athletics and in
the past two years, I would its proud heritage.

REIAlllll
BASEBAL'9 IAIES:

Pascoe Strikesout Nine

Hawks Edge
.J Jarrington, 3
by Pete Greenberg

Han wbmlal pffeher a1alnst Barrlnst-

Riek Pateee,

.

Quill Photo: Greenberg

The Roger Williams Hawk
'baseball team kicked-off its l!J72
season by decisively downing its
arch rivals, the Barrington College
Warriors, 3-2.
It was an unusual game in many
ways such as playing in 38 degree
weather, raining off and on and
how the game· was forced 'into
extra innings because of superb
pitching from both teams.
In innings one and two, no action
to speak of happened til thE( top of
the third inning when the Warriors
exploded for two straight hits,
after two successive outs, but the
effort proved fruitless. The bottom
of the third, saw Buddy Alves-beat
out his own line drive, to first base.
Sowersby hit a drive to right field,
moving Alves to third base. Pasco
( pitcher) strikesout and Sowei:sby
steals second while Alves is nailed
a t the plate. Sowersby steals third,

Baseball Team

Tony Latocongra&uaa&es Peter Costa1kos' victory over J. & W.

'

Photo credit: Greenberg

Snyder, Richard, Infield
Soares, Maurice, Pitcher
Costakos, Peter, Pitcher
Degrace, John, Pitcher
Pascoe, Rick, Pitcher
Thews, Gary, Pitcher
Bezner, Kevin, Catcher, Infield
Bloomer, Craig, Catcher
Reed, Ed, Outfield
Alves, Buddy, Infield
Decosta, Tom, Outfield
Macintyre, Charles, Outfield
Nato, Tony, Infield
Moore, David, Infield
Sowersby, Bill, Outfield
Amaral, Joe, Infield

say...David

-2

but Tony Lato flys out ending the
Hawks first threat of the game.
In the top of the fourth inning
Barrington failed to score, as
Pascoe continues to mow 'em
down. By the bottom of the fourth
inning the Hawks began flying
around the bases in hysteria.
Veteran Hawk ca tcher Kevin
Bezner belted a long ball off the 360
center field wall, accounting· for
the first two RW runs of the game.
The fifth inning was marred by a
multiple of errors by Hawk infielders which resulted in the
Warriors tying up the game at 2-2.
The sixth and seventh innings
were rather dry as the pitching
continued · to dominate until the
Hawks loaded the bases in the
eighth inning. Bill Sowersby came
to bat and walked, while Ed Reed
sc ored t he game-winning run
from third base.
The Barrington Warriors record
is now 0-6 for their season. The
attendance was light due to extremely cold, damp weather. The
Hawks next home game is May 2 at
Cardines Field, Newport, R.I.
Time of game is 3 : 00 p.m. against
SMU.

Tennis Team
Quinn, Ed
Chew, Bob
Hooker, Joe
Holmes, Greg
Tanner, Frank
Kirkland, Scott
Battery, Don
Martellino, John

Rose, Doug

~

Eastern _
lazarane
4th Brrant

r.1&J

10th Joi!nson I Wales
12th Baruch

Baseball - Tennis -

GolfRead The Quill
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And He's Off • • . To Spain
by Pete Boafftdll
Paul Petronello, a freshman at
RWC, is on his way to Spain. He
Ma just·become a crew member of
. "Robin';, a 50 foot Yawl built by
Hood
in
Marble
Head,
: Massachusetts. The boat is owned
by a Mr. Charles Teetor of the New
York Yacht Club.·

I

Paul, a member of the Rochester
<N.Y.) Yacht Club, first became
interested in sailing five yearg ago,
when he became a crew member of
an Islander 44, owned by a friend's
father. Sailing all summer and
increasingly learning about
boating, he began racing the
following spring on Lake Ontario.
During the summer he practices
four days a week.
When asked about the transatlantic race, Paul said, "Yes, I'm
definitely racing from Bermuda to
Spain, and possibly from Newport
to Bermuda . That isn't definite as
of yet." He then went on to
describe his duties on the boat in
detail : "I'll probably be all
assistant fore deck which helps the
captain of the fore deck in raising
sails from the forward hatch; or
grinding the winches, which means
I turn the winch, or crank, as the
sheet to the sails is brought in and
let out ( the purpose of grinding the
winches is to tighten the sails,
allowing for more wind p0wer) ."
Paul got into the race by talking to
certain people and ' writing letters
to certain skippers. "The first
skipper I wrote to accepted me,"
he proudly exclaims, but also adds
that, "it was Brad who talked me
·
into it. "

By "Brad", he means Brad Noe,
a sophomore at RWC who is also a
sailing nut. Brad has a Jong list of
boating experience. After moving
to his present home in Connecticut,
he joined the crew of a small
racing boat, and began practicing
on a Sunfish <extremely small
sailboat) all through high school.
He then attended the Maine
Maritime Academy, where, in
addition to being on the sailing
team, helped teach boating to
beginners and was the first freshman to qualify for off-shore boats.
He once placed second in the
Rhodes 18 National Championship,
and this past summer has sailed on
a Columbia 43 in the Block Island
Race Week.
Though it was Brad who persuaded Petronello to join the transAtlantic Brad's not going. "I had
offers to go," he said, " and I'd Jove
to go, but I'm attending summer
sessions and just can't make it."
Noe, Petronello and a third RWC
student, Joseph " Buzzy" Hooker
(who could not be reached for
comment), are extremely interested and enthusiastic about
reviving the .RWC Sailing Club. "I
think a lot of kids are interested, "
Noe commented, "We could really
get into it." Paul added, "Hell, we
need something to get into the
water back there. It's going to
waste. People could lend us a boat,
or we could buy used ones." When
asked about the possibility of a
racing team , Paul answered , ·
" There are a lot of schools around
here that would be willing to race
us, non-league. Brad has some
schools he could line up, and I know
I can get a few ." "I know that the
Coast Guard Academy (New
London, Conn.) would be willing to
race us," added Brad, "and the
Maine Academy, my old school.
Possibly, though I've not yet
spoken with them, Brown and URI,
too."
Petronello concluded by saying,
"It's a fantastic opportunity to
cash in, for someone who really
wants to learn this great sport."

Indictments
Returned In
Montana Athletic
Case
<CPS> -A Federal Grand Jury,
reportedly investigating alleged
misuse of work-study fiinds by the
University of Montana's athletic
department, returned 16 indictments last week before adjourning.
U.S. Attorney Otis Packwood
declined to comment on the nature
of the indictments.
An investigation into the alleged
discrepancies began late last
January. The probe was directed
at the practice of advancing workstudy money before the work was
actually done, turning in allegedly
fraudulent time cards, and turning
in time cards for students who
apparently had a job title but no
job.
Another irregularity involved
the athletic department's practice
of having work-study checks
distributed through its office.
Checks for students from all other
university departments are mailed
directly to the individual.
The UM athletic program had
been expecting financial difficulties this year as a result of a 12
percent reduction in student
funding for spring quarter.
Athletic Director Jack Swarthout said earlier in the year that
he would be hard pressed to stretch
his budget through the spring.
UM Financial Aid Director Don
Mullen said that the university's
internal auditor began looking into
the athletic department's books
last fall when an athlete told
Mullen he had received a check
without doing any work.
The student said he had received
80 percent of the amount of the
check, while the other 20 percent
went to the athletic department to
pay his loan.
This parallels the structure of
the work-study program where 80
percent of a student's wage is paid
by the federal government and 20
percent is paid by his employer.

All College
Awards Banquet
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The Liberal Artist after graduation ?

Costakos Pitches Six-Hitter

Lato,

R~ed.

and DeCosta Pace
Hawk Victory, 6 · 2

College last Wednesday, 6-2, at
Cardines Field in Newport. outfielders Tom DeCosta and Ed
Reed, and third sacker Tony Lato,
cruajae4 J9balcqa .ud Walea ·all an•elwl daubJel apinlt the

The Roger Williama College
baieball Hawks brought five runs
acrou in the first three innings,
and another in the sixth, as they

center field wall as they rode
behind the hurler Pete Costakos'
six-hitter, leaving J. and W.
helpless.
The Hawks, now 2 and 1, next
meet SMU in Newport. _
THE LINE-SCORE:
JohnsonandWalesOlO 000 01~
2 6 6
Roger Williams 221 001 000-

Hawk Golfers
Blank Eastern
Nazarene

Rog~ Williams College's golf
team swept past Eastern
Nazarene, 21-0, yesterday at the
a 7 2
Green Valley Country Club in
Tver and Channon; Costakos and · Portsmouth. Pete Sozek and Art
Tari tied for medalist honors, each
Bloomer
firing 79's.

Gym? or

No Gym?
Read about it
next week!

Roger Williams, with a 3-1
record, will face Franklin Pierce
College Friday afternoon at Green
Vallev
:' ·
Sozek, def. Jones, 3-0; Caparco
def. Hoc, 3-0; Tetreault def.
Costello, 3-0; Tari def. Weatherby,
3-0; Rose def. Eyring, 3-0;
Greenwood def. Shamitk1>, 3-e;
McLellan won by default

The following were honored at
the All College Awards Banquet
last Wednesday for Athletic participation:
Captains
Soccer - Hank Richards, Rich
D'Andrea
Basketball - Dwight Datcher,
Roosevelt Benton
Hockey - William Sellno, Steve
Morton
Baseball - Anthony Lato
Tennis - Ed Quinn, Greg
Holmes
Golf - Tom Tetrault, Pete SO'Zek
C heerleading - Darlene Mccarter, Candy Vacchina
Outstanding College Athletes
of America
Soccer - Rich D'Andrea
Hockey - Rieb Johnson, Mark
Goerner
Basketball - Dwight Datcher,
Ralph Roberti, James KO'Ziara
Baseball -Anthony Lato, Craig
Bloomer
Golf- Tom Tetrault, Pete S<rzek
The awards were presented by
Athletic Director, Thomas A.
Drennan assisted by Hockey
Coach Bob Reali. Coach Reali was
presented with a special Award by
the Hockey Team and special
tributes were paid to Hockey
Fac.ulty Advisor Dr. Burdell
Barrett, Cheerleader Advisor
Maxine Mayer and acting Tennis
Coach Dave Hockman.

